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Volume LXXXXVII No 30 In Our 97th Year
DOCTORS DAY — Today has been proclaimed as Doctor's Day in
Murray by Mayor John Scott. The Medical Auxiliary will honor local
physicians tonight with a dinner featuring Dr. L J. Nonni speaking on the
history of medicine in Calloway County. With Mayor Scott are Dr. and Mrs.
Gary Marquardt. Marquardt is local chief of staff and Mrs. Marquardt is
president of the auxiliary.
Staft Photo by David Hid
dger & Times
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon February 5, 1976
Stuart Book Dedication Announced
One Section — 12 Pages
Curris Blasts CPHE For Delay
Of Mal Construction Projects
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Citing a "basic prejudice toward
Murray State University that has been
evident...over the past few years,"
MSU President Dr. Constantine Curris
announced this morning that approval
has been delayed on two capital con-
struction projects by the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher Education.
In a press conference this morning,
Curris said the council "unexpectedly
and unexplainably refused to
give. final program approval" to a
new university student center and
conversion of the present student union
building into a university library.
A recommendation in the state
budget by Gov. Julian Carroll had
outlined a $70 million- capital con-
struction program in higher education
that indicated support of both the $8
million student center and the $3
million renovation of the Waterfield
Student Union into a main library.
Curris then noted what he called an
"unfortunate postscript" to the
recommendations by Carroll by saying
In a meeting held last week after the
state budget had been introduced, the
Council on Public Higher Education
unexpectedly and unexplainably
refused to give these two projects final
program approval even though
professional staff had so recom-
mended."
Although the state budget did not
entirely fulfill the university's budget
requests, Curris noted that the
university finds reason to be en-
Aid Pours Into Guatemala Today;
Quake Death Toll Reaches 2,000
GUATEMALA CITY, Guatemala
(AP) — Aid poured into Guatemala
today as the estimated death toll from
the devastating earthquake Wednesday
rose to more than 2,000.
"The 2,000 figure is conservative,"
said Col. Manuel Angel Ponce, head of
the Emergency Rescue Committee.
"We think it may be higher.
"We are still receiving reports from
the interior of the country. Many areas
are still without communication and we
just do not know how serious the
damage really is."
Officials said at least 3,000 others
were injured in Guatemala.
The U.S. Embassy reported no
American casualties although it was
the height of the tourist season and
damage in Guatemala City was heavy.
Relief officials appealed for plasma,
antibiotics and other medical supplies.
The government also asked for tents,
food, portable electric generators and
earth-moving equipment to open roads.
The earthquake struck shortly after 3
a.m. Wednesday across 2,000 miles
stretching from Mexico City south
through the heart of Guatemala and in-
to Honduras and El Salvador. The
epicenter was located 30 miles south-
west of Guatemala Qty between the
villages of Siguinla and Iscuintla.
Severe damage but no deaths were
reported in Honduras near the
Guatemalan border. There was less
damage in El Salvador and very minor
damage in some parts of southern
Mexico.
Aid poured into Guatemala City
through the international airport which
remained open. Mexico sent a
delegation of relief specialists and
began an airlift of supplies.
The presidents of El Salvador and
Honduras visited Guatemala City to
coordinate aid from their countries.
The Red Cross in Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, El Salvador and Honduras sent
convoys of trucks and ambulances with
trained disaster teams and relief sup-
plies. The American Red Cross sent a
disaster specialist to assess what was
needed.
The Guatemalan government
declared a state of emergency and con-
centrated all public services in the
defense department. Warnings were
issued against looting, and a radio
broadcast asked that no more bodies be
brought to the morgue. "The morgue is
full," it said.
Col. Ponce said the death toll in
Guatemala City was estimated at more
than 300, but other reports said it might
reach 500 to 600.
The relief committee said the central
areas of the capital, inhabited mostly
by the poor, were hit hardest. Elec-
trical service was restored to some
areas Wednesday night, but drinking
water for the 1.5 million residents was
scarce.
People used sheets, blankets and
plastic covers to build makeshift
shelters in streets and ball parks.
Such hotels favored by tourists as the
Camino Real, the Ritz Continental and
the Conquistador were damaged
Guests were evacuated, and some had
to spend the chilly night in the open.
Machinery In Motion To Rescind
Legislature's Approval Of ERA
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
legislators have set the machinery in
motion to rescind the General Assem-
bly's approval of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
The House Committee on Elections
and Constitutional amendments voted
15-2 Wednesday to send a resolution
rescinding the ERA to the floor of the
Howe.
Approval by the House is considered
likely, but the measure could face a
rougher road in the Senate.
Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah, gives It a 50-50
chance in that chamber. And the chair-
man of the committee to which it is
assigned, Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-
Covington, says the measure may not
even have the votes to get out of com-
mittee.
The Howse committee approved the
measure for passage despite objections
that Kentucky may not have the legal
Rain Likely
Mostly Cloudy with rain likely this af-
ternoon and tonight. High today in the
rrid to upper 408. Low tonight in the up-
per Ns. Turning a little cooler with rain
ending Friday, high in the low 40s.
Saturday fair and cold.
authority to rescind its approval of an
amendment.
The legislature approved the ERA
during a special session in 1972. It
guarantees women equal rights under
the law.
Sen. Bob Benson, D-Louisville, said
those calling for recision of ERA are
perpetrating a fraud when the law says
you can't (rescind an amendment).
He cited decisions by the Kentucky
Court of Appeals.
He asked the committee not to
"delude people into into thinking we
can do something without legal
preceded."
He also urged committee members
not to waste the legislature's time by
reporting the measure out.
Karen Lasher of Louisville, who iden-
tified herself as a housewife and
mother, said the amendment would be
"harmful" and is vague. Stie said it
would be subject to interpretation by
the "federal bureaucracy."
"The state legislature is closest to the
will of the people," the said. "No pur-
pose is served by taking it out of your
hands."
Mrs. !Asher asked the committee,
"Is it really farfetched to expect the
worst possible interpretation?"
Supporters and opponents of ERA
crowded into a small meeting room in
the capitol to listen to more than
hour of testimony. More than 100 p,
sons who couldn't squeeze into the rtk
stood in the halls until the meeting c4
finally moved to the House chamber f•
the final vote on the resolution.
couraged as the total package is in-
spected. Dollar increases were pointed
out that will help in meeting projected
utility costs, expand library holdings,
increase scholarships, expand con-
tinuing education efforts, develop the
off-campus Master of Business Ad-
ministration program and continue
development of the college of industry
and technology through both program
expansion and acquisition of additional
equipment.
Salary Increase Cut
The main item that was denied was a
proposed 10 per cent per year increase
in faculty and staff salaries, which was
cut to about five per cent per year.
Curris told newsmen this morning that
he was disappointed about the 10 per
cent salary hike reduction, but that the
university understands that the per-
centage allocated for salary increases
was a "policy decision that cuts across
all of higher education and all of state
government..."
Commenting on the refusal of the
council to approve plans for the capital
improvement projects, Curt-is noted
that -Murray State University had
followed to the letter guidelines issued
by the council pertaining to proposed
capital construction. Yet when some
other schools did not follow those
guidelines, final approval was delayed
in order that all proposed projects in
public higher education could be
considered together.
• In effect," Curris continued, "that
action by the council penalizes Murray
State for following directions." He
called the decision "unexpected—and
obv.ioualy too illogical to be explained.
But the decision is reflective of a basic
prejudice toward Murray State
University that has been evident in
council deliberations over the past few
years." -
the MSU president said the delay will
have two primary effects, in costing the
University several thousands of dollars
as construction continues to increase,
and penalizes students who are already
overdue adequate facilities to serve
their needs.
Curris said he has no idea of how long
the delay will be until the council gives
final approval to the projects. However,
he noted that with construction costs
rising at the rate of 12 per cent per year,
for each month's delay, the cost of the
student center will jump $80,000 per
month, and the renovation and ex-
pansion for the library will jump by
$30,000 per month.
Speaking on the subject of a school of
veterinary medicine, Curris said that
the university is not yet prepared to
present its recommendation, and is
intensively studying various alter-
natives to solve some of the veterinary
problems of Kentucky and surrounding
states, and will present recom-
mendations at the state level when firm
conclusions are reached.
Wrather Hall Proposal
Curris also noted that in the
development section of the budget
proposal, which still faces legislative
scrutiny and approval, Gov. Carroll
proposes funding for the restoration of
Wrather Hall on the condition that the
local community contribute a portion of
(See Curtis, Page 121
• mama
PRESS CONFERENCE — MSU President O. Constantine Curris held a
press conference today to explain how the proposed state budget of Gov.
Julian Carroll will effect Murray State Univeri ty.
Staff Photo by David HiN
Amendment To Budget Clarifying
Capital Construction Is Offered
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP ) — The state
administration has offered an amend-
ment to the $5.7 billion budget to meet
legislative complaints about vagueness
in its capital construction plan.
Finance Commissioner William
Scent acknowledged Wednesday that
"if you took the ( budget) language
literally, then the powers granted (to
Gov. Julian Carroll); would be
unlimited."
But that's not the intent, he told the
joint Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee, and said he is proposing an
amendment to clarify the situation.
Scent said the amendment in effect
tells the legislature the governor wants
certain projects for the $173 million in
proposed new buildings and facilities.
He said that for another $70 million in
higher education projects, the budget is
MHS MUSICIANS AT AU-STATE— lsee members of the Murray High
School band have been selected for the Kentucky All-State band. Left to
right are Brenda Plough, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. AA. Plough, Tressa
Brewer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. flelma Brewer and Terri Rice, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pm Rice. The (hree, who were selected by auditions in
December, are presently rehearsing with the All-State Band in preparation
for a concert this Saturday at 2 p.m before the general session of the Ken-
tucky Musk Educators Association The association is meeting in touisville
this week.
made more flexible.
As Scent explained it, the governor
and the Council on Public Higher
Education would consult together on
which projects to finance. The univer-
sity and college construction phase is
the vaguest portion of the capital con-
struction allotment.
The finance commissioner said this
step would allow "unlimited
discretion" in determining what is to be
built in the next two fiscal years, but
still would not give Carrolla blank spen-
ding check.
Scent said that if a particular higher
education project is deemed feasible, it
could be built even if not envisioned for
the next biennium and included in the
budget.
He said this coulck occur, if a school
proved—to the governor's and council's
satisfaction—that it could finance much
of a project itself with revenue bonds in-
stead of with state aid.
Scent said that since higher education
construction requests totaled $125
million, the administration decided to
loosely list "those with merit," which
would approximate $70 million.
On the non-education projects, the $3
million set aside two years ago for a
state library may get a new lease on
life.
The library had been delayed, and
Carroll indicated last week it would
have to be put off again.
However, Deputy Commissioner
Russell McClure slid the money might
be used, although it now would buy less
space.
He said the governor is discussing the
matter with library interests.
McClure also said the administration
plans to send a memorandum to public
school teachers telling them they are
not being shortchanged under Carroll's
proposed raises for them.
The governor's budget message
specified an average 81.390 increase
the first year and MD the second.
Some education lobbyists contend
part of the $2,000 total is money
teachers would receive anyway in nor-
mal salary increments and extra pay
for more experience and education.
McClure said this basic situation
always arises—that all teachers don't
get the average and much depends on
factors such as the size of the school
districts and proportion of experienced
teachers in that districts.
A great deal also hinges on the
amount of local contributions to state
aid to a district, he said.
"We think the governor has set forth
a very candid and definitive statement
on what ( the raises mean)," McClure
said.
But he conceded "it's going to be very
difficult to get that communicated to
teachers." He indicated James
Graham; the state superintendent of
public instruction, may have that task.
The governor had pledged to lift
teacher pay in Kentucky to the level of
neighboring states by the end of his ad-
ministration.
Some educational interests have
commended the move rather
cautiously, leaving the impression they
expected more.
A special legislative fiscal committee
which had been studying the matter
before the session favored lower levels
of teacher pay funding. It preferred
parity with southeastern states instead
of adjoining states, which would have
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Mrs. A. C. LafoNette, president of the Murray Woman's Club and governor of the first
District, makes the deadline with the annual report to the Kentucky Federation. At her
desk in her home, she reports of the approximate 500 membership and S3,187.00 con-
tributed to civic, and non profit organizations in the 10 departments. Her report shows
the club's participation in environmental awareness, energy education, beautification,
security investments, communications, continuing education, leadership develop-
ment, school priorities, scholarships, art, drama, musk, crafts, gerontology, family
living, health, consumer concern, spiritual values, alcohol and drug abuse, Care,
literature, International dubs, Girl and Soy Scouts, crime reduction, citizenship justice
and juveniles, safety, status on women, veterans. The Murray club has participated fully




Princess Soya March 20, 1976.
The person must be a resident
of Kentucky, between 18 and
25 years of age, unmarried, a
high school graduate, have a
soybean oriented background,
in good health, a minimum of
5'2" in stature, and a resident
of the county she represents.
Any girl who is interested
and meets these requirements
may obtain an entry blank and
s further information by con-
tacting her County Extension
Office at 209 Maple Street,
phone 753-1452.
Entries must be mailed to
Kentucky Princess Soya
Contest, Kentucky Soybean
Association, 2538 Cox Mill
Road, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
42240 by March 10, 1976.
All applicants must go to the
• state contest to be interviewed
by the judges. s will be held
approximately ten days after
the closing date for ap-
plications at a place to be
selected.
The winner will be expected
to compete in the National
Miss Soya Contest in Kansas
City, Missouri August 11-13,
1976.
The dried apricots that come
in 11-ounce packages are usual-
ly smaller and less expensive
than those that come in a-ounce
packages. The smaller apricots
are practical and economical to
use in any recipe that calls for
chopping them (to add to






The sudden snow storm
Monday at noon interrupted
the executive board meeting
of the Murray Woman's Club
and caused quick finish to
business so that members
could return home before icy
streets became a hazard. Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, president
conducted the meeting.
The request from Calloway
Elementary schools for
financial aid in establishing an
environmental outdoor
labratory was heard. The
board voted to ask a
representative from that
project to meet with the board
March 8. The group agreed to
cooperate with the Heart and
the Fibrosis drives but would
not assume the leadership.
In response to a request
from the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, Penny
Warren reported on the pros
and cons that is before the
Legislature. Although no
action was taken, the mem-
bers expressed their desire
that the amendment not be
considered. It was passed last
legislative session.
Five members were elected
to the nominating committee
to submit names for general
officers for the next year.
They are: Barbara Brown
from the executive board;





committees. Election will be
held in the regular March
meeting.
Because rats have become a
problem in the grain
processing businesses, and the
fear that they get started in
other parts of the city, Mayor
John Ed Scott has asked the
Murray Woman's Club to
sponsor a drive to rid the
community rats. The board
voted to work with the mayor
in this effort.
Mrs. LaFollette, as First
District governor, will con-
duct the workshop meeting to
be held in Mayfield Saturday.
The meeting will be held in
First Baptist Church and will
begin at 9:30 p.m.
Those present other than
those already mentioned
were: Peggy Billington, Betty
Beaman, Desiree Hosick, Ann
Hoke, Kathy Burchfield, Billie
Hall, Lochie Hart, Jane




I Women Outnumber Men in Real Estate 1
BOSTON (AP) — What do a
socialite, an empty-nester, a
former office worker, a young
married woman and a career
girl all have in common?
They could all be women in
the real estate business."
So comments Jackson W.
Goss, president and chief exec-
utive officer of Investors Mort-
gage Insurance Co., an organ-
ization in the private mortgage
insurance industry.
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I Belly Dancing aasses 1
; Storting Tuesday, Feb. 10 at 7:30 :•
4 For information col— ••
I United Figure Salon 
••:
4 Dixieland Center Phew 753-6181 :.•••••••••••■•■•••.•■•••••••••••••••■
tam n how many women are cur-
rently involved in selling real
estate in the United States to-
day.
"But, a good guesstimate is
500,006iplus," Goss notes. Some
reports put the number of dis-
taff real estate salespersons at
700,1100-phis.
"Women rarely find any dis-
crimination — and have free
entry Into the field either as
salespersons or as brokers."
Goss notes a status symbol
associated with women in the
real estate Industry.
-They seem to consider it a
highly sophisticated and presti-
gious professional field — and
regard it as a meaningful job,"
he says.
Men still play an important
role in residential real estate
selling, but women outnumber
them by quite a margin.
"Women now make about 70
per cent of the residential sales
In new and resale units," Goss
estimates.
He observes that many worn-
In the sixteenth century,
Queen Catherine de Medici
decreed that the standard
waist measurement for ladies
of the French court was
13 inches!
en have a distinct advantage
aver men in real estate coun-
seling.
"Women spend more tune in
the home — and consequently
get to know more key areas of
it than males. Thus, they are in
a better position to sell it."
Goss says that if a man and
woman — both without pre-
vious experience — enter the
real estate field, the woman
will generaJly have more suc-
cess at the outset because of
her acknowledged greater fa-
miliarity with the home.
"A home may be a man's





Women of Moose Lodge will
meet at the Lodge Hall at
eight p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p.m.
Weight Watchers will meet
at the First United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. to make
up the cancelled Monday
meeting.
Thursday, February 5
North Elementary PTC will
meet at seven p.m. at the
school.
Friday, February 6
Exhibits by Kerude Colson,
Murray, 3-D design, and
Rickey Wayne Arrowood,
Hopkinsville, prints, will open
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, MSU, and
run through February 19.
Exhibits by Cecy Rose,
painting, and Paul Cramer,
photography, graduate
students at Rhode Island
School of Design, Byron
Temple and students from
Pratt Art School, New York,
showing works in ceramics,
and Tom Walsh and students,
Southern Illinois, showing
works in bronze casting, will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and run through
February 29.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at




Shopping for Senior Citizens
to Roses, Kroger and down-
town will be at 9:30 a.m. and to
Big K, Parker's, and down-
town at 12:30 p.m. Call 7S3-
0929 for transportation.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
Saturday, February 7
VFW Post 5638 will meet at
noon at the Triangle Inn.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at DeVanti's at six
p.m. Call 753-8072 for in-
formation.
First District of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Worpen's
Clubs will meet at the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield, at
9:30 a.m.
Dance, sponsored by Magic
Step Dance Club will be from
nine p.m. to one a.m. in
ballroom of Waterfield
Student Union Building. For
information contact Mrs.
Charles Thurman 753-5950.
Chili Supper, sponsored by
the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church
Women, will be held at the
church from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
NEED BREAKFAST
You need nourishment to
start a new day at high ef-
ficiency. Breakfast helps
avoid that fatigue and laxness
that can hit the breakfast
skipper in the late morning.
You'll be more alert at school,
at work, or at home if you eat
breakfast. Teen-agers,
especially, should not skip
breakfast.
++++++
Grated Parmesan cheese is
an excellent addition to a
tossed green salad or a hard-
cooked egg spread for sand-
wiches.
Mrs. Fannie Scott Honored On
74th Birthday, Dexter Center
Mrs. Fannie Scott was
honored with a surprise bir-
thday dinner in honor of her
74th birthday on January 29
with a dinner held Sunday,
January 25, at Dexter Com-
munity Center.
Her grandson, James Lee
Scott, shares her birthday,
and her brother and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Page, also
observed their 49th wedding
anniversary on that day. On
Sunday her great grand-
daughter, Renea Ahart,
celebrated her 15th birthday.
Six, other members of the
family also have birthdays in
January.
Included in the guests were
a family of five generations
including Mrs. Scott, Mrs.
Albert Ahart, Mrs. Morris
Dunn, Morris Reid Dunn, and
Antonia Dunn.
Other family members
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Calvert Colson, Mr. and Mrs.
George Faith and Eric, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Colson,
Tammy and Robert, Mr. and
State P. E. 0. Officials Are
Entertained By Local Chapter
Six officers of the Kentucky
State Chapter of P.E.O. met in
Murray with their president,
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, the
past weekend. On Friday
evening, January 30, several
members of Chapter M,
Murray, entertained the
visiting officials with a salad
and dessert supper at the
Lovely home of Mrs. W. J.
Pitman.
Mrs. Pitman carried out the
bicentennial theme in her
home decorations. The dining
table, from which the buffet
style meal was served, was
centered with a cluster of
lighted tapers. Each was tied
with bows of red, white and
blue ribbons. Members who
were present assisted Mrs.
Pitman in preparing and
serving the delectable foods.
The regular board meeting
of the Sisterhood was held in
the home of the state
president, Mrs. McKenzie.
The guests, several of whom
had not visited Murray
previously, enjoyed a
Saturday lunch with their
hostess before returning to
their homes.
State officers present and
their positions were: First
Vice-President, Mrs. D. W.
MacLaury, Lexington; Second
Vice-President, Mrs. T. R.
Patterson, Louisville;
Organizer, Mrs. Gordon
WinSOf ; Recording Secretary,
Mrs. Andrew Duros;
Corresponding Secretary,
Mrs. T. R. Martin, and
Treasurer, Mrs. R. P. Brown.
Mrs. Steve Peal, Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Peal, Mr. and Mrs.
Doyal Culver, Jeff and Darla,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Thurman, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Lee Story, David, Doug, Lisa,
and Lana, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Page,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Page, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Ahart, Reba
and Gale, Bobby Lowe, Mr.
and Mrs. William Ahart,
Ronnie, Renea, and Brad, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Ahart,
Kenneth and Rhonda, Mr. and
Mrs. Stan Scott and Jamie,
Mr. and Mrs. Tot Dunn and
Antonia, Mr. and Mrs. Bit
Scott, Mrs. James Mitchuson,
Bobby Scott, Mrs. Lillian
Hughes, Patty and Tonya,
Mrs. Janice Hargrove, Mrs.
Jewel Dunn and Tracy, Mrs.
John Underhill, Mrs. Vit
Page, Mrs. Bobby Brandon,
Steve and Ricky, Mrs. Rob Ed
Parrish, Jennifer and Christy,
Mrs. Orlene Underhill, and
Mrs. Patsy Stallons and
Crystal.
These Are Nostalgia and Nice 
DO THEY LOOK like Hollywood star clothes of the past? At right is a
three-piece suit comprised of a single-breasted, camel-tone blazer in
lightweight but warm mohair and wool fleece. The skirt is four-gore,
gray flannel and the blouse is a multitone stripe. At left , the glamorous
look of Norwegian blue fox cuffs give a wool flannel coatdress a slinky
look. Both are selections of the New York Coat and Suit Assn. (The suit
is by Devon Hall, the dress by Stegari)
"ma
Mrs. Fannie Scott is pictured with four other members
of her family making five generations in the family at the
dinner held in honor of her 74th birthday. They are Mrs.
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FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY I, 1176
LoOk in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "rd4
Be careful in handling per-
sonal affairs; there may be
some tricky areas, some kinks
to iron out before taking action.
Some conflict of interests in-
dicated.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) tikii7
A period for review,
reevaluation of your present
status. Make certain you are




May n to June 21) ggiff-
A new venture ahead? Don't
forget that the advance plan-
rung and first moves are vitally
important Don't let "tradition"
keep you from trying a new
approach.
CANCER
) June 23 to July 23) e
Be careful how you express
yourself. Reach conclusions in
your usual logical, orderly
manner. Your decisions could
affect many; also your
example.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 441
Several ideas for making
money may come to you, but be
selective. You can't grab the
whole bag. Choose the best, them
go ahead — with enthusiasm.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. M)
Pull down undesirable
barriers; recognise real ob-
stacles. With everything in
clear focus, you can plan your
strategy mtre effectively.
LIBRA 
Ian) Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may have to accomplish
more than anticipated, but do
not let anything stymie you or
your enthusiasm.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n)
Do not jeopardize a fine op-
portunity to :stabilize your
REAL interests through in-
difference and DO by-pass
nonessentials. Have a try at an
eye-catching new method.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Operate today within the
framework of a program that
will allow for some extra
responsibilities. This may
sound somewhat difficult, but it
will be esaentiaL
PRICORN
( Dec. to Jan. 20) Ida
CA 
Apply the brakes if you sense
that you are overreaching,
overshooting the mart Don't
try to follow a set pattern at all
times: New trends often call for
readjustments.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 15)
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until early afternoon
when influences will be mtre
propitious than in the a.m. It
may be better for you to modify
your attitudes and demands.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(G
Opponents to your policy may




YOU BORN TODAY are
Intellectually inclined and have
the ability to make ordinary
circumstances turn into golden
opportunities for gain. Ytu can
go it alone or work amicably
with others, and you like joining
In activities with people who do
things with flair, but with little
fuss. Your logic and gift for
concentration are outstanding.
13irthdate of: Aaron Burr, early
Amer. statesman; Sir Henry
Irving, dramatic actor; 2aa 2ala
Gabor, Hung. actress; Ronald
Reagan, screen actor, Gov. of
California.
North Fork News--
Rev. Jerry Lee Has
Surgery At Memphis
By Mrs. R. D. Key
January 20,1976
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke,
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs. R. D.
Key, and Mrs. Carlene
Paschall visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Thursday.
--177Sir. iind-Mrs.-Cooper Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris,
it' Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,
' Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Bro. and
lwfa Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and boys,
" and Bro. James Phelps visited
lit Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday
afternoon.
, Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
i, and Mrs. Matawn Key on
(,; Sunday.
I
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
were supper guests of Bro.
Warren Sykes Friday.
Mrs. Audie Grooms
returned home Friday from
!., the hospital in Jackson, Tenn.,
t after having surgery. Bro.
Phelps visited her Sunday
t.:t afternoon.
i Mrs. Gurvis Paschall was. admitted to Henry County
: Hospital Thursday. She is
'' suffering with phlebitis.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
Mrs. Holice Grooms Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Orr
and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Veazy were dinner guests of
the Enloe Tarkingtons on
Sunday.
Mrs. Nora Paschall is in a
hospital in Memphis, Tenn.,
for treatment.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mrs. R. D. Key Monday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
attended evangelistic con-
ference in Nashville, Term.,
Monday and Tuesday.
Misses Peggy Cornwell and
Debbie Jones attended church
at North Fork Sunday and
were dinner guests of Bro. and
Mrs. Phelps.
Rickie and Jeff Crowder
visited Kenny Jenkins Sunday
for dinner, then in turn Kenny
had supper with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Paschall last Thur-
sday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington in Parsons, Tenn.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
took Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
10 Memphis, Term., last
wesday for a check up on his
eye. He is having trouble with
both and will enter Mid South
Hospital January 27 for
surgery.
Mrs. Audie Grooms'
daughter, Lettie Lee from
Detroit, Mich., is staying with
her while she recovers from
surgery.
;Mrs. Pearl Barrett visited
tapr sister in Murray over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Burkeen visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hollin Jones Sunday af-
ternoon.




DEAR ABBY: I wonder how many other people have my
problem. I have suffered a 75 per cent hearing loss. You
wouldn't believe the amount of money I have spent on
hearing aids and therapy. All were useless because my loss
is due to nerve damage, which can't be helped.
Abby, everyone shows too much kindness and compassion
for a blind or crippled person, but if you happen to be hard
of hearing, you are on your own!
If I ask people to please repeat what they've said, they
either turn away and ignore me, or say, "Oh, forget it," or
"Never mind." Believe me, there is no greater insult to a
deaf person.
Abby, please ask people to be a little more patient with
those of us who are hard of hearing. All they need do is to
speak distinctly and raise their voices just a little. Thank
you.
DEAF AND DISCOURAGED
DEAR DEAF: All right, here's your letter. READERS,
CAN YOU HEAR ME OUT THERE?
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the elderly Florida couple who
were "shacking up": There is nothing immoral about a
couple living together without a so-called marriage license.
Remember, Joseph and Mary lived together and were not
married until after Jesus was born.
IRVING B.
DEAR IRVING: According to Jewish customs of
Biblical times, Joseph and Mary were "betrothed"—.
commitment so binding that if Joseph were to die before
taking Mary under his own roof, Mary would become a
widow. Or if Joseph backed out, he and Mary would require
a legal divorce.
Although Mary and Joseph indeed shared one holm,
according to Matthew 1:25, "He did not know her (have
sexual relations) until she brought forth her grit-born eon."
This means that even though Joseph and Mary lived
together, they did not have relations up to the birth of
Jesus.
DEAR ABBY: This is for HAD IT, who has been often
fooled by married men who say they're single:
Anyone can find out the marital status of anyone else by
calling the reference section of his local public library (or
by going there in person) and checking the city directory.
It lists the husband's name, the wife's name and their
places of employment.
Any city too small to have a city directory is small
enough for there to be no question about its citizens' marital
status, anyway.
Sign me...
BEEN THERE IN TULSA
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send 31 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
( 26t ) envelope.
SIRICITS
Dress plus jacket . . a real
fashion cornbination
A popular spring combinationia the jacket dress... a most important4
requirement for '76 Spirited new styles with regular or hip length
jackets are available in polyester and Mende In the most wanted colors.
Junior, missy and half-sizes at only 3200. te 7$.011
MR. AND MRS. JOE FRANKUN LASATER, jR., are now
residing at their home at 520'4 Broad Street, Murray,
following their marriage on Thursday, January 2, at two
p.m. at the First Christian Church with Dr. David Roos,
also pictured, performing the single ring ceremony. Mrs.
Lasater is the former Jill Corinne Bement, daughter of
Mrs. Norma Bement of Murray and Hildrey I. Bement of
Ocean Springs, Miss. Mr. Lasater is the son of Mr. and
MSS. joe F. Lasater, Sr., Murray.
Attendants for the couple were Kaye Kohr, Debbie
Orr, and Larry Orr. Following the ceremony a small
family reception was held at the home of the bride's
grandmother, Mrs. C. G. Warner, Sr., Murray.
Ron McAlister Speaks At Meet
Of Baptist Men, Local Church.
The Baptist Men of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
met at the Triangle Inn on
January 26, with twenty-two
men present with eight RA
Boys as special guests.
Gedric Paschall led the
opening prayer. Jim Neale
welcomed the RA Boys and
the men who were present for
the fire time.
A discussion was held about




Lamar Hendon Harrell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Glen
Harrell, Route 8, Murray, is
among top scholars at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Term.
He is on the Honor Roll of
students with a 3.5 gradepoint
average or better based on his
final grades last quarter in
school. This puts him in the
upper third of Lipscomb's
approximately 2200 students.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Murray,
he is a sophomore accounting
major at Lipscomb.
they might be able to do. Each
person was asked to bring one
person with them to the next
meeting which will be on
February 23 at the Triangle
Inn.
Ron McAlister was the
speaker. He made some in-
teresting remarks which could








Salad Bowl Hot Biscuits
Molded Caramel Dessert
MINCEMEAT PEACHES





Place peach halves, cavity
sides up, in a shallow baking
dish and add a tablespoon of
mincemeat to each cavity.
Bake in a preheated 350-degree
oven until heated through —
usually 10 to 12 minutes. if?,
Open
Fridays






A spring festival of sensational coats is
awaiting your selection at Bright's, your
fashion leader for all seasons. Browse
through the many styles... tie belted,
single or double-breasted in the season's
most wanted fashion colors. Pant coat
and regular lengths available in polyester
and blends. Select from junior and missy




Escape from traditional fashion on
a cane wrapped wedie and punched leather
sling. A super new shoe from Life Stride.
Available in White or Bone at only 2200. 
I.
rThe Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher N1URRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc.
Published By R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
• Guest Editorial
'Gun Control'
While many debate how ef-
fective gun controls might be in
elimination of crime, New
Orleans is experimenting in the
opposite direction.
Druggists there are keeping
pistols under their counters and
are taking a 9-hour course in
when to fire, when not to fire




has trained about 60 tiar-
macists in just one month's
time.
During that period, only one
armed robbery of a drug store
has been reported in the area.
The businessmen are told all
of the legal ramifications of
shooting a person, the
situations in which a store
owner would be justified in
THE BUREAUCRATS
,...096.1 sows
'The Federal Trade Commission says 
it we're going
to give testimonials, we've got to us•
 dm product'
shooting, and then are shown
how to shoot.
There is the danger, of cour-
se, that a trigger-happy phar-
macist may shoot an innocent
customer. On the other hand, in
cities all across the land,
trigger-happy gunmen have
been shooting innocent phar-
macists, clerks and
storekeepers.
Statistically, a robber stands
a pretty good chance of not get-
ting caught — or, if he is
caught, of getting off with no
conviction, a light sentence or a
quick parole.
It may be revealing to watch
the New Orleans experiment
for its effect on the crime rate
and its effect on innocent vic-





A column of information supplied by Frances Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City Clerk; and Mar-
vin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.
Murray City Clerk
You are reminded that business
hours for the City of Murray Landfill
have been changed to the following:
Monday thru Friday-9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays-8 a.m. to 12 noon.
Closed Sundays & Holidays
Questions regarding regulations of
the Sanitation Department should be
directed to Lee Bolen, Superintendent.
+++
Inquires regarding zoning
regulations and building permits should
be directed to Dan Grimes, City Plan-
ner at 753-1225.
+++
The following Councilmen have been
named by Mayor John E. Scott to head
the various committees within City
government:
Budget Finance .... Dr. Melvin Henley
Streets Art Lee
Police H Ed Chrism=
Fire Control Howard Koenen
Parks dr Playgrounds . Dr. C. C. Lawry
City Purchasing Buel Stalls
Water ISE Sewer System... Tom Rushing
Natural Gas System . . Wm. R. Furches
City Planning
& Traffic Woodrow Rickman
Health &Sanitation Dave Willis
Special Problems Loyd Arnold
County Court Clerk
Calloway County motorists are
buying their new 1976 auto license
decals at a very slow pace. Through
Feb. 2, 879 fewer car licenses have been
sold through this office than through the
same period last year.
All motorists are urged to purchase
their license decals as soon as possible
to avoid the long lines at the end of the
month. The stickers must be purchased
by March 1, 1976.
GROW COURT Witt
Boat License will expire April 30,
1976. Please fill out the blank shown
here and bring it with you to the Clerk's
office, together with your last year's
license. If you have purchased a new
boat, you must also bring two copies of
the bill of sale. If you have purchased a
boat from another individual, bring his
last year's license and be sure he has
signed on the back of the license,
showing that you are the purchaser,
and that he Is the seller.
The Circuit Court Clerk's Office will
be open from 8:00 to 5:00, Monday
through Friday, and all day on Satur-
day during the month of April. If you
have any questions, please call 753-2714
for assistance.
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Garrott's Galley
Flying A 2Q-Year-Old Plane
His Substitute For Aspirin
By M. C. Garrott
When the tension builds up after a
day of sour notes and missed cues in his
clarinet classes at Murray State, Don
Story climbs into his 29-year-old air-
plane at Kyle Field and soars off into
the wild blue yonder — that is, if the
weather is nice. If it isn't, he simply
takes a couple of aspirin.
Don, who has taught music at Murray
State for nine years, is one of thousands
of private pilots across the country who
fly for the sheer enjoyment of flying,
and when he talks about it, his eyes
light up like landing lights.
"I can't recall when I really became
interested in flying," he said the other
day, fondly stroking the gleaming
silver propeller on his plane. "I suppose
it stems from hanging around the
Airport back home in Pittsburg, Kan.,
when I was a boy and building model
airplanes, although I was never lucky
enough to afford one of those gas
powered models."
++++++
Don's plane, a Luscombe Model 8A,
in years, is an old one, but it only has
1,928 hours of flying time on it, com-
paratively few for one of its age. It was
built in 1946, weighs only 1,260 pounds
and is powered by a 65 hp Continental
engine, the same as in a Piper Cub.
"It's a tail dragger," he laughs.
"You don't see many of them any more
since most of the plans today have the
'tricycle' landing gears." The only
instruments he has are the basic
essentials — an altimeter, air speed
indicator, tachometer ( which records
the revolutions per minute of the 4-
cylinder engine), and an oil pressure
indicator.
He also has a turn-and-bank in-
dicator, which is something of an extra
luxury for a plane of its type. There's no
electrical system, just two magnetos,
and someone has to twist the prop to get
him started.
++++++
Don flies with no electronic com-
munication (radio) of any kind.
Because of this, he is restricted in
where he can fly. He, for example,
would not be permitted to fly around the
big city airport; like St. Louis, Na3b-
vale, Memphis, or even Paducah,
because he has no radio com-
munication.
He does, however, frequently drop in
at Mayfield, Fulton, Paris and Union
City, Tenn., and the other small air-
ports in this area. "You'd have to see
some of these to realize how well
equipped our Murray airport is," he
said proudly.
"It's almost impossible to get lost in
Todby
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 5, the 36th
day of 1976. There are 330 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, Mexico became a
federated republic of 28 states.
On this date —
In 1782, the Spanish captured the
Mediterranean island of Minorca from
the British.
In 1783, Sweden recognized the in-
dependence of the United States.
In 1790, the first lawyers were ad-
mitted to practice before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
In 1937, a bitter controversy began
when President Franklin Roosevelt
proposed adding six new justices to the
Supreme Court.
In 1962, President Charles de Gaulle
of France called for independence for
Algeria.
In 1971, U.S. Apollo 14 astronauts
Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell
landed on the moon.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon
Johnson flew to Hawaii for talks on the
Vietnam war with American and
Vietnamese officials.
Five years ago: Fog and rain were
slowing an American and South Viet-
namese military campaign in northern
South Vietnam.
One year ago: President Ford urged
Congress to reconsider its cutoff of
military aid to Turkey.
Today's birthdays: New York Times
publisher Arthur Sulzberger is 50.
Baseball's all-time hornerun king Hank
Aaron is 42.
Thought for today: If a man owns
land, the land owns him. — Ralph
Waldo Emersgon, American writer,
1803-1882.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred*0
years ago today, early in the American
Revolution, the British • made an
agreement with the reigning count in
Hanau, Germany, to furnish 660 in-
fantrymen for service in the American
colonies.
this area," he added, "with the lake on
the east, the Ohio River on the north
and the Mississippi on the west. You
can easily get your bearings if you can
see the ground, and I don't fly unless I
can."
++++++
The plane is a two-seater and a
regular flying companion is his 11-year-
old son, Doug, one of three boys he and
his wife, Donna, have. "The older boys,
Eric and David, have become in-
terested in other things and sort of lost
interest in flying," he said, "but Doug is
ready to go any time. He has a lot of
'stick time' in the air, and could land
the plane if that ever became
necessary."
The two of them are planning and
looking forward to a trip to Kansas next
summer to visit the folks. To date,
Don's longest trip was from Louisville,
where he bought the plane two years
ago after it had been completely
restored.
It has a flying range of three hours,
holds 14 gallons of gas, uses 4.5 gallons
per hour and cruises about 80 miles per
hour. "You are expected to come down
and refuel when you have about 45
minutes flying time left on a tank," he
explained. "The FFA frowns on you
staying up with less than that."
++++++
Don has about 300 hours of solo flying
tune in his log book today, 123 of which
have been in his Luscombe, once was
featured on the cover of the nationally-
distributed private pilots' publication,
-Trade-A-Plane." Orange and white
with "NI 325K" in letters and numbers
on its side, it's a pretty thing to see.
The plane's entire history is recorded
in its log books, all of which Don has.
These go along with an aircraft
whenever it changes hands. Don's logs
show his plane was first flown Oct. 21,
1946, from Dallas, Tex., to its initial
owner at Charlotte, N. C. The trip took
10 hours.
++++++
"I'm strictly a fair-weather flier,"
Don laughs, "and I fly only for the
pleasure of it. Next to my—himily,
nothing means more to me than my
plane. It's a great leveler. How about
coming out some weekend and taking a
ride with me?"




Calloway County banks showed
assets totaling $41,540,125.57, according
to published bank statements reflecting
the state of the banks as of December
21, 1965. The banks are Bank of Murray,
Peoples Bank, and Dees Bank.
Kenlake State Park will reopen for
the season on February 25, according to
P. J. Cole, general manager.
Thirteen local clergymen were in
attendance at the annual "Clergyman
Night" held by the Murray Civitan Club
on February 3 at the Triangle Inn. The
guest speaker, Rev. Stephen G. Mazak,
Jr., was introduced by Rev. T. A.
Thacker, club chaplain. Hardiman Nix
is club president.
In basketball the College High Colts
beat Cuba and the Murray High Tigers
beat Sedalia. Shelton and Gantt got 17
each for the Colts and Fitts got 17 and
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Humanely Speaking
'Vritten By The Humane Society Of Callow
ay County
PET OF THE MONTH
Once a month the Calloway County
Humane Society plans to feature a cat
or dog, kitten or puppy, as its "Pet of
the Month."
The animals chosen will have been
cared for in "foster homes," by people
who know and love cats and dogs.
Because of the care and attention they
have received, they are happy, healthy,
and will make fine pets.
Our first pet of the month is Alfie, a
brown female puppy about four months
old. Alfie is a quiet, gentle, and placid
dog, shy of strangers, affectionate with
those she knows. Her background is
mixed, primarily terrier and shepherd;
and she will be a large, sturdy dog when
full grown. -
Alfie was picked up in the Kemana
subdivision by a humane society
member ten days ago. Although her
description has been in the newspaper
and on., the radio, she has not been
claimed by an owner. We can only
assume she has been abandoned.
We would like Alfie to find a per-
manent home with people who can give
her the attention she needs. She is
accustomed to the outdoors ( although,
like all dogs, she would thrive inside
with a family), and gets along well with
other dogs.
If you can offer Alfie a good home,
call her foster home at 753-4307.
If you would like to board Alfie or
other dogs for the Humane Society, call
our Welfare Committee Chairman at
753-4307.
Watch for our Pet of the Month on
FOCUS tonight at 5:30 on MSU-TV,
Channel 11.
DOG CENSUS
There are nineteen dogs at the
20 Years Ago
E. S. Ferguson, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System, reported to
the Murray City Council that Murray
has the lowest electricity cost for the
amount of electricity used than any city
in the Tennessee Valley area.
Don Buxton will receive his Eagle
Scout award at the Court of Honor by
Boy Scout Troop 45 on February 6 at the
Murray High School auditorium.
Son Wilson, age 81, died February 3 at
his home in Hazel.
Dan K. Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Torn Taylor of Murray, is playing
with a basketball team in the 25th In-
fantry Division while he is serving
overseas. His APO number is one from
San Francisco, Calif.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Blood Alley" starring John Wayne
and Lauren Recall.
Murray-Calloway County Dog Pound
this week.
PUPPIES: three female shepherd-
type; one male shepherd-type; two
female black labrador-type.
FULL GROWN DOGS: one female
shepherd type; one female shepherd-
collie type; one female collie type; one
female golden labrador-shepherd type;
one female black labrador-type; three
female mixed-breed dogs; one female
wise-haired tericer-type; one male
wire-haired terrier-type; two male
setter-pointer-type.
The Murray-Calloway County Dog
Pound is located off Highway 641 North
Take a right turn at Penny Road. The
pound is the first building on the right,
just before the Fisher Price factory
parking lot. It is a small cement
structure set back from the road, with a
public entrance at the back.
If you want to take a dog from the
pound, contact the city dog warden or




When 15-year-old Billy Weinold of
Smithtown landed a huge largemouth bass
on a live sunfish bait in Blydenburg Park,
a bystander suggested he'd be wise to gut
the fish to keep it in better shape. Billy slit
the bass's stomach, and out popped the
sunfish, frisky as ever. Billy returned it to
the water, and it swam away after having
survived 10 minutes of incarceration in the
gloomy belly of, the bass. (Frank Keating,
Jamaica (N. Y.) Long Island Press)
Mr. Bill Jacobs, a retired gamekeeper.
who spent most of his life setting up birds
for sportsmen to shoot, has bred a light-
weight pheasant with a better chance of
getting away from guns. He says it can fly
at 55 m. ph. ( The Scotsman)
Bible Thought
Casting all your care upon him;
for he careth for you. I Peter 5:7.
Life has a way of giving us many
burdens. We need not carry those
by ourselves, Our Lord invites us
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occurs in several forms,
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is
often the most painful, disabling
and deforming variety. The
cause is unamovm, but manage-
ment of this disease has im-
provecL
Rheumatoid arthritis affects
about five million adults in the
United States and approx-
imately 250,000 children. Wilde
this cbsease may appear at any
age and often in a eubtie way, it
strikes more women than men
and is most corivrion during
middle lift. T'he course of RA
may be siow and mild or acute
and severe. The end result may
be less damaging if appropriate
treetinent is started early and
direfully followed. It takes un-
derstanding and cooperation be-
tween the patient, the family,
and medical perdsviel.
The diagnosis is usually made
by taking a careful history, rruilc
mg a physical examination. and
By P.I.L Blasingarne. M.D
by certain laboratory tests A
physician often has to have a
high index of suspicion to detect
RA in its early stage Signs and
sumptoms may be atypical and
inconsistent
The cardinal symptoms are
pain and stiffness in the early
part of the day with swelling and
soreness in the soft tissues about
the joints and with limitation of
movement in them.
In the later stages of RA, the
joints may show some bony
changes on X-ray with destruc-
tion of some of the bone near the
joints Hopefully. treatment can
arrest the disease before much
of this destruction occurs' -
Treatment consists of rest of
the acute joint with it being car-
ried gently through its usual
range of motion once or twice a
day to prevent fixation and to
limit deformity. Reet encourages
healing, even in the later stages.
Heat may help principally by
improving cirrulatmn to the ad
United States from cancer Ac-
cording to the US. National
Center for Health Statistics, the
number of cancer deaths has in-
creased each year for the last
three years Perhaps. some of
the increase could be accounted
for by improvements in diag-
noses.
Q Mrs TE wants to know if it
would be safe, as far as foods are
concerned, to try to lessen/
refrigeration costs by adjusting
her refrigerator to 45 degree; F.
rather than lower.
A. Foods can usually be safely
kept for three to four days at 45
degrees F. However, with your
refrigerator temperature kept at
35 to 40 degrees F., you can keep
foods Ira longer time. The sav-
ing in foods at lower tem-
peratures probably will more
than offset any saving in
etectricity
BLASINGAME
jacent muscles and relaxing
them. Judicious use of physical
therapy may be rehabihtating.
Aspirin, largely became of its
anti-inflammatory action, is the
drug of choice and has to be
given in adequate dam mean-
ing 10 to 15 tablets per day to
assure an adequate blood {eve!.
The dosage must be carefully
adjusted by the physician
because a lower level is not
effective and a higher level may
be toxic. 4
Cortisone derivatives are
usually not roquired tel may be
helpful in cases that fail to res- 5
pond to proper doses of aspirin.
Q Mrs TT. asks if it is true
that more persons are dying of
cancer than in former years.
k Deaths from cancer are m..
the increase, particularly,
because of the growing number
of cases of can of the lisig„
eqlecially among men, About
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AWARDS—Cub Scout Pack 57 - Den 3 - Jimmy Parrish
and Michael Morgan were presented with the Bear
Badges they had earned. Pictured are: Jimmy Parrish and
Mr. Parrish, Michael Morgan and Mrs. Morgan. In
background Larry Doyle, Webelos Leader.
Awards Presented At
Cub Pack 2-7 Meeting
Cub Scout Pack 57 held its
monthly meeting Thursday,
January 29, 1976, at Carter
School. The theme of the
meeting was the Knights of
the Round Table with each
Scout having a shield and
sword and participating in
games of skill.
The first game, Horse
Riding Arena, was won by
Jimmy and Kenny Parish
from Den. 3. The second
game, Ball and Chain, was
won by Bobby Brandon, Den
1; Bret Waugh, Den 3; and
Mark Futrell, Webelos.
The Webelos who had
recently participated in the
Klondike Derby gave a short
talk telling the Pack about the
Derby and its purpose which is
a test of strength, mental
alertness and Cub Scout
training.
Next was the Awards
Program conducted by Larry
Doyle, Webelos Leader.
Michael Morgan and Jimmy
Parrish from Den 3 were
awarded their Bear Badges.








Craftsman; Neil Segal, Artist,
Athletic, Engineer, Sport-
sman and Outdoorsrnan. Two
Webelos, Larry Dale Adams
and Brian Doyle received the
highest award for a Cub Scout,
the Arrow of Light.
The meeting was concluded
with a successful Pie and Cake
Auction to raise funds for the
Pack. Den 3 won the Cubby
Award. Refreshments were
also served brEten 3.
PIE & CAKE AUCTION HELD RECENTLY AT MONTHLY
MEETING Of CUB SCOUT PACK 57. John Randolph, Cub
Master and Auctioneer.
Something For Nothing
Is Hard To Get
But
For A Little Cash Spent,
The Savings Are great.
We can't rhyme but who
cares, when you find quality
merchandise at such big
sayings.






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Sen. Torn Easterly, D-
Frankfort, says he's no "bleed-
ing heart" but that he feels the
use of steel-jawed, leg hold
traps to catch wild animals is
cruel and should be outlawed.
Apparently, few of his col-
leagues feel that way.
The Senate Committee on Ag-
riculture and Natural Re-
sources tabled and effectively
killed a bill Wednesday, spon-
sored by Easterly, to prohibit
the use of such traps.
The measure *as tabled
without anyone, other than
committee members, speaking
against it.
Easterly said the steel traps
CUB SCOUT PACK 57 at recent monthly meeting participating in games with thetheme of Knights of the Round Table.
4-
AWARDS—Cub Scout Pack 57 Webelos - Left to Right: Brian Dole and Mrs. Doyle,
Harry Weatherly, and Mrs. Weatherly, Neil Segal and Mr. Segal, Jon tandauer and Mrs.
Landauer, Mark Futrell and Mrs. Futrell.
Photos by Gerald Carter
A 0.4
CUB SCOUT PACK 57 WEBELOS Demonstrating events in hich they participated in
recent Klondike Derby.
-*
Udall Calls Reagan And Wallace
'Twin Horsemen Of Radical Right'
By PEGGY SIMPSON
Associated Press Writer
Rep. Morris K. Udall, seeking
the Democratic presidential
nomination, today called Ron-
ald Reagan and George Wal-
lace "the twin horsemen of the
radical right," who symbolize a
threat to America's future.
Udall said the Alabama gov-
ernor and the former California
governor are fostering cynicism
about self government and a
suspicion of democracy itself .
He said they should not be un-
derestimated.
"They are well-financed, they
are well-organized, they are
well-publicized, they are clever
and they are dangerous," Udall
said in remarks prepared for a
speech at Boston's Faneuil
Hall.
He said Reagan and Wallace
"are ruled by ambition — and
ambition drives them to pander
to keep prejudices, fears and
resentments they can uncover
or create. They are spearhead-
ing an assault on our common
sense, our compassion and our
confidence in democracy it-
self."
The Arizona congressman
said it's the Republicans' busi-
ness if they want to nominate
Reagan.
"But George Wallace is my
business — the business of the
Democratic party and of the
working people who are the
backbone of our party," he
said. "It's up to us to send Wal-
lace a message. It needs to be
sent four weeks from now in
Massachusetts."
Both of Uciall's targets were
also in New England, cam-
paigning for bouts on Feb. 24 in ,
New Hampshire and March 2 in
Vermont and Massachusetts.
In Warwick, R.I., Wallace,
still showing strains from a
campaign accident earlier in
the week, told reporters he
plans to run in Massachusetts
and Rhode Island but that he
doesn't expect to find much
support because newspapers
had painted an unfair picture of
him.
From New York up the
people have been bombarded
with a crescendo of propaganda
against George Wallace espe-
cially," he said. 'The New
York Times has written a mil-
lion articles and you keep read-
ing things that come from the
Journal (and) The Boston
Globe about Wallace."
It was not known precisely
what he found objectionable in
the papers he cited, and he did
not say what "Journal" he re-
ferred to.
Reagan, renewing his cam-
Bill Banning Commercial Bailbonding
In Kentucky Approved By State House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An ad-
ministration-backed bill to ban com-
merical bailbonding in Kentucky has
been approved by the House and could
come up for a Senate vote next week.
The House voted 139-11 to approve the
measure, one of Gov. Julian Carroll's
major legislative proposals.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, ID-Glasgow, called the bill
"one of die most innovative changes in
criminal law to come before this
house."
He said the cost to the state's tax-
payers will be "minimal." The state
finance department has estimated that
transferring bailbonding from the
private sector to the state would cost a
minimum of $1.5 million yearly and a
maximum of $2.3 million, he said.
Richardson also said the Finance
Department's analysis of the bill's cost
indicate that any new costs would be
covered by provisions which allow the
court clerks handling the bonding ser-
vice to keep 10 per cent of the amount
posted.
Besides outlawing bailbonding for
profit, the bill authorizes the courts to
release defendants on their own recog-
nizance if possible, or to order a range
of alternative means of guaranteeing
that a defendant reappear for trial. One
of those alternatives would allow a de-
fendant to post a 10 per cent cash bond
with the court clerk.
The defendant would receive 90 per
cent of that bond back in most cases
when he reappeared for trial.
The majority leader said regulation
had failed to control cOrruption within
the bonding industry. 90 that banning
commercial bailbonding became
necessary.
Richardson said the constitutionality
of abolishing the commercial bail bon-
ding industry has been questioned, but
he said there is legal precedent for the
state to prohibit operation of certain
private businesses. He cited
prostitution and professional gambling
as two examples.
The measure adopted by the House
was a committee substitute for the ad-
ministration's original bill, which made
a few technical changes. The bill as ap-
proved also carried two floor amend-
ments. One would allow members of a
defendant's family to sign a bond for
him more than once in a year. The other
would allow a defendant to obtain bond
from AAA or some other nonprofit bon-
ding service.
Rep. Steve Beshear, 13-Lexington,
said the bill is needed because the bail
bonding industry "is an infection that's
not going to be cured by a shot of
penicillin. ..radical surgery is required
to cure this problem."
Rep. Charles Wible, D-Owensboro,
said he was concerned about the poten-
tial cost of the program. But he said he
had talked at length with Gov. Julian
Carroll, who assured him that if the 10
per cent retained by the court clerks did
not cover the program, he would ask
that the percentage be raised when the
Kentucky General Assembly meets in
special session later this year.
paign for New Hampshire dele-
gates in New London, said the
Democratic majorities he faced
in Sacramento were as difficult
for a Republican governor as
the current Congress is for
President Ford. Reagan said
the go-to-the-people tactics he
used as governor would work in
the White House.
"I had experience for eight
years in the largest state in the
union, and for seven of those
eight years I had a Democratic
legislature that was just about
the same complexion as the
present Congress. And I consid-
er this probably the most irre-
sponsible Congress that I can
remember in my lifetime,"
Reagan said.
In Washington, Vice Presi-
dent Nelson A. Rockefeller said
he may enter the Republican




Mr. lohn C Long the field edger of a well-known New
York subsidy publishing firm will be inteeviewing local
authors in a quest lor finished manuscripts suitable for
book publication. All subjects will be considered, in-
cluding fiction and non-fiction, poetry, jurenies, religious
books, etc.
He wit be in Mayfield in mid-March.
11 you have completed a book-length manuscript (or
nearly so) on any subject, and would hke a professional
appraisal (without cost Of ObagAtiOfq, please write im-
mediately and describe your work. State whether you
would prefer a morning, afternoon, Of evening ap-
pointment, and kindh mention your phone number. You
will receive a confirmation by mail tor a definite time and
place.
Authors with completed manuscripts unable to appear
may send them directly to us for a free reading and
evaluation. We will also be glad to hear from those
whose literary works are sta in progress.
Mr. John G. Long
1thn'PTTSS, /re
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Where Dining is a Pleasure
753-5114 Hwy. 141 S.
Easterly Continues Camping ••Coming Soon! •
•




•To End Use Of Leg Hold Traps THE WORLD FAMOUS
•are "inhurnanitarian" and
cause animals such as beaver.
mink and fox to suffer unneces-
sarily. He said dogs often are
victims Of the traps, as well
"I am no bleeding heart,"
said Easterly, 35. "1 served in
Vietnam. I fought Communism.
But if my mail is any in-
dication the public does consid-
er this (use of the traps) an
outrageous practice."
He said the traps cause "in-
calculable suffering that is in-
consistent with 20th Century
standards of decency." Easter-
ly conceded that trapping, like
hunting, is an old established
practice in Kentucky.
"It may be considered hal-
lowed, but that certainly
doesn't make it right," he said
The average trapper makes
about $300 a year selling pelts,
Easterly said.
Jimmy Richardson, Bath
County attorney and a former
Prelidlint of the Kentucky Fox
Roden Association, agreed
with gaiterly and both were
body applauded in the
ansteded committee room.
Richardson dLstributed photo-
to members of the com-
mittee which showed valuable
foxhounds he said had been in-
*red by the traps. He also dis-







...Increase Poise And Conddessce
•Speak Effectively
Kell Yourself and Your Ideas
•Be Yourself Wit Any Group
•Remernber Names
• Think And Speak On Your feet
•Control Fear And Worry
•Ite A Better Conversationalist
*Develop Your Hidden Abilities
Earn That Better ion, More Income DAU CARNfGlf
FOUNDER •























































































A pat on the back to the Murray State
women's track team. The speedsters placed
second in their first indoor meet of the
season last Saturday in Memphis.
A strong Florida State club finished first
while Mississippi College placed third.
Murray's Judy Morton won the 50 yard
dash with a time of 6.3 seconds. Karen
Wilson placed second in that event.
Coach Margaret Simmons feels this
year's team is the best all-around team she
has had but then every other team has
improved this year.
Other schools have more money to go to
bigger and better meets and thus have an
advantage over Murray and ( well I can't
think of another school off hand).
Another highlight of the Memphis meet
was the second place finish in the mile relay.
That relay team consists of Carol and Kathy
Schaffer, Jewell Hayes, and Joan Weber.
Carol and Kathy Schaffer will be com-
: peting in the Mason-Dixon Games on Friday
night. They were invited to run in the
Alumni mile event. This event is for
graduates of Kentucky high schools.
The next meet the team will participate in
will be the Memphis Indoor Classic. That




The Lady Racer basketball squad will be
taking a 9-6 record to the Mid-South
Basketball Tournament in Memphis on
Friday and Saturday.
After a disappointing loss to Middle
Tennessee last Monday, the Ladies hope to
put it all together in Memphis.
As in all the games that the Ladies have
lost, they kept within striking distance until
mid-way into the second half. The Ladies
found themselves only one point behind the
strong Middle Tennessee squad on several
occasions but could never muster enough to
pull ahead.
With center Cindy Leimbach in foul
trouble in the final period, the Middle squad
pulled to a 12-point victory.
Maybe they should just play 30 minute
games.
In the Lady Racers bombing of Kentucky
Wesleyan 97-33 last Sat., something in-
teresting to note was that the team of
reserves that were sent in outscored the
starting line-up.
While we are on the subject of fashion, did
anyone notice the traveling outfits the
Middle Tennessee girls were wearing?
Matching slacks, tunics and blouses were
worn by every member of the squad.
All their uniforms matched too.
(MURRAY LEDGER 1:0 TIMES)
PORT
Fans Jumped In Detroit But
University Of Detroit Didn't
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
AP Sports Writer
Things were really jumping
in Detroit. It's a shame that the
University of Detroit's basket-
ball team wasn't.
For the first time in seven
years, they had a capacity
crowd in the Titans' Memorial
Building Wednesday night. But
the hometown team couldn't
match the fervor of the home-
town tans and as a result, lost
a 91-76 decision to fourth-rank-
ed North Carolina.
"We have no excuses," said
Detroit Coach Dick Vitale. "We
were physically, mentally and
emotionally ready for this
game. I guess we're a year or
so away from being ready for
the North Carolinas, the St.
Favored Klammer
Takes Gold Medal
INNSBRUCK ( AP) — Fa-
vored Franz Klammer of Aus-
tria won the Alpine skiing
downhill gold medal today at
the 12th Winter Oylinpic Games
with a time of 1 minute 45.73
seconds.
Bernhard Russi of Switzer-
land was second in 1:46.06 and
Herbert Plank of Italy was
third at 1:46.59.
All times and places were
still unofficial.
Bonaventures, the Arizonas maining had given the Terps a
67-64 lead, but Bobby Stokes'
Detroit took more shots than tip-in basket pulled the Cav-
the Atlantic Coast Conference aliers within one point. Virginia
visitors, but hit less. The Titans then called a tirneout but was
also played less defense than called for a technical foul for
the Tar Heels did. taking too many timeouts.
The game was a homecoming Adrian Dantley scored 41
for North Carolina's Tom La- points to lead Notre Dame past
Garde, a former Detroit prep LaSalle; Derrick Jackson had
star. He rose to the occasion, 23 points and hit a 17-foot jump-
scoring 21 points and collecting er with 1:10 to play in over-
ID rebounds. time, leading Georgetown over
Elsewhere in college basket- St. John's; Chuckle Williams
ball, fifth-ranked Maryland and Mike Evans combined for
whipped Virginia 69-66; No. 11 52 points as Kansas State
Notre Dame walloped LaSalle stopped Missouri; Cincinnati
108-89; Georgetown upset No. 12 beat Pitt behind Robert Miller's
St. John's 74-73 in overtime; 21 points and Jeff Tyson and
Kansas State stunned No. 13 Paul Griffin led Western Mich-
Missouri85-81; 16th-ranked Cin- igan's victory.
cinnati trimmed Pitt 89-77 and
No. 17 Western Michigan beat
Loyola of Chicago 80-73.
Some 9,000 spectators at De-
troit's Memorial Building saw
the Titans take 11 more shots
than the Tar Heels in the first
half but hit only 33 per cent.
Yet the Titans managed to stay
close, 38-31, at the half and it
wasn't until midway through
the second half that North
Carolina pulled away. Mitch
Kupchak, a 6-foot-10, 230-pound
senior, scored 15 points in each
half, while the 6-10 junior La-
Garde had 16 of his points after
intermission for Carolina.
Brad Davis' two free throws
Klammer triumphantly with three seconds left sealed
raised his arms when his fast- Maryland's victory over Vir-
est time was announced. He ginia. Two foul shots by Mo
was embraced by his team- Howard with 17 seconds re-
mates. Then thousands of Aus-
trian fans roared.
KLammer broke his own
track record by more than 10 Colbert And Allin In













American Team Gets Warm
Welcome At Olympic Games
By WICK TEMPLE . .
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK (AP) — In the
opening ceremonies for the 12th
Winter Olympic Games an un-
derdog American team re-
ceived a warm welcome from
the natives of this Tyrolean
capital, but today's events will
provide the first indication
whether Austria's ski slopes
and ice ponds will be just as
friendly.
Sheila Young of Detroit and
Leah Poulos of Northbrook, Ill.,
two of America's best hopes for
a gold medal, will be up
against favored Tatiana Aver-
ma of the Soviet Union in the
1,500 meter speed skating event
and Bill Koch of Guilford, Vt.,
attempts to crack the Scandina-
vian domination in the 30-ki-
lometer cross country race.
The second of four runs in
the men's and women's single
luge are scheduled for today
with record-setting East Ger-
mans leading the field in both
competitions.
Detlef Guenther, a 23-year-old
Egg German technician, navi-
gated the speedy ice course in
a record time of 52.38 seconds
Wednesday to edge three West
German racers. After today's
trip around the 1,220-meter
course, the competitors will
have two more runs before de-
ciding the medalists on Satur-
clay.
The same goes for the wom-
en, who race on an 870-meter
course and were led after
Wednesday's run by East Ger-
many's Margit Schumann, who
was slightly faster than unher-
alded Monika Scheftschilt of
West Germany. Miss Schu-
mann's time was 42.85 seconds.
The tension-filled men's Al-
pine downhill events blazes into
glory today, with Switzerland's
Rene Berthod taking the first
descent on the treacherous Pat-
scherkofel slope.
Teammate Philippe Roux
streaked by the downhill record
Wednesday with a time of
1:47.02 minutes, more than 8.5
Koch And Young Win Medals
For Americans In Olympics
By WICK TEMPLE . .
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK ( AP) — Cross
country skier Bill Koch of Guil-
ford, Vt. and speed skater
Sheila Young of Detroit started
the United States on the path to
gold medal glory today with sil-
ver medals in their specialities
in the 12th Winter Olympic
Games.
The 20-year-old Koch won the
silver medal in the men's 30-
kilometer cross-country ski
race, coming in less than half a
minute behind gold medalist
Sergey Saveliev of the Soviet
Union.
The performance by the 20-
year-old Koch, in his first
Olympic event, gave the United
States its best placing ever in
Nordic ski competition. Say-
eliev was timed in 1 hour 30
minutes 29.38 seconds on the
course at nearby Seefeld. Koch
was clocked in 1:30:57.84. Ivan
Miss Stepanskaya won the
race in 2 minutes 16.58 seconds





Poulos, 24, of Northbrook, In.,
made a desperate effort to
catch up but tired and faded
going into the final lap, finish-
ing sixth in 2:19.11.
Norway's Lisbeth Korsmo
had the fourth-best time of
2:18.99. East Germany's Karin
Kessow, who skated against
Miss Young in the ninth pair,
was fifth in 2:19.05.
Miss Young's father, Claire
Young, said: "She was up for
this, even though it was only
supposed to be a workout for
the other two distances — 500
meters and 1,000 meters."
Miss Young is the world
record holder in the 500 meters.
Miss Young, world recordGaranin of the Soviet Union 
in the 500 meters, waswon the bronze medal in'
1:31:09.29. .not expected to excel in the
longer races. But she beat theMiss Young, a former Olym-
pian in the Summer Games in experts and the course that had
cycling and in the Sapporo tripped her up two years ago.
Games in speed skating, won "This is not my favorite
the silver medal in the worn- rink,"Miss Young said, "There
en's 1,500-meter speed-ska:mg is some wind here and my
event, coming in behind gold- times have been better on other
rinks. I haven't skated my bestmedal winner Galina Step-
here. You know, I fell in the 500anskaya of the Soviet Union.
here in 1974" in a world tourna-World record holder Tatiana
Averina of Russia won the ment-
bronze. Earlier in the week, Miss
Messersmith-McNally Ruling
Is Upheld By Federal Court
By FRED ROTHENBERG .
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Will
baseball's owners, with two
strikes against them, come out
swinging? Or will they will give
up their turn at bat so the real
game can begin?
That's the predicament in
which the sports finds itself to-
day after the second of two um-
pires turned thumbs down on
the owners and their inter-
pretation of baseball's historic
option clause.
Lead At Hope Classic
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. ( AP)
— Jack Nicklaus sighed, happy
and relieved.
"Now," he observed, "I can
say my last round was a 69, not
an 82."
Nicklaus wiped out the un-
pleasant memory of his career-
high round with a three-under-
par effort Wednesday that left
him just two shots back of lead-
ers Jim Colbert and Buddy Al-
lin in the first round of the
marathon Bob Hope Desert
Golf Classic.
Nicklaus, considered the
greatest player of his age, shot
an incredible 82 in his last pre-
Orders Taken at
Sherwin Williams





vious outing, two weeks ago in
Pebble Beach, Calif.
Former Masters champion
Charles Coody had a 68 despite
chilly temperatures and winds
that gusted to 40 miles an hour
and trailed the two leaders by
one shot after the first 18 holes
of this unique, five-day, four-
course, 90-hole tournament.
Nicklaus was tied at 69 with
Australian David Graham, Rik
Massengale, Bill Rogers and
Bob Payne.
Nicklaus and Colbert played
at Bermuda Dunes, one of four
desert courses used for the first
four rounds. Allin and Graham
were at Indian Wells. Mason
Rudolph, Mike 1Fteasor and
Gary McCord with 71s were the
best at La Quinta. The 128 pros
play one round on each par 72
layout before the final round
Sunday at Indian Wells.
Defending champion Johnny
Miller had a 71 and Arnold
Palmer, a five-time winner
here, shot 74, both at Bermuda
Dunes.
Lee Trevino, Tom Watson
and Ben Crenshaw, the winner
of the last two tour events, are
not competing.
Young provided some social ex-
citement when she announced
her engagement to James Och-
owicz, an Olympic cyclist from
Milwaukee.
With her engagement an-
nouncement also came the
news that this is probably Miss
Young's final Olympics.
"I really plan on getting mar-
ried and settling down," she
said. "Maybe going to school."
Miss Young, 25, said her
record performance in the 500
meter race last week in Davos,
Switzerland helped her prepare
for the Olympics.
'"The world record gave me
confidence," Miss Young said
Tuesday.
Koch had said he wanted to
be the best in the world by
1978, and be in position to win a
couple of gold medals in the
1980 Olympic Games in Lake
Placid, N.Y. It appears he's
two years ahead of schedule.
It was a long, hard journey
for Koch, who said he skied
some 5,000 miles in preparation
for these Games.
"Of course it's blood, sweat
and tears," said the blond
strong man. "But it'anecessary
to reach my goal of becoming a
top international cross-country
skier."
In the luge events, Monika
Scheftschik of West Germany
took the lead after two of the
four women's runs with a time
of 1 minute 25.59 seconds, fol-
lowed by Ute Ruehrold of East
Germany in 1:25.634 The top
American woman was Kathy
Homstad of Goleta, Calif., 21st
in 1:31.157. In the men's luge,
Detlef Guenther of East Ger-
many was first after two runs
on Wednesday in Kansas lawyers who are not versed in at 1:44.488 followed by Josef
City, Judge John W. Oliver of labor relations and have Fendt of West Germany at
U.S. District Court upheld the steered a steady course in the 1:44.627. America's top luger
Dec. 23 ruling by arbitrator Pe- direction of the courts. was Jim Murray, Steamboat
ter Seitz that pitchers Andy John J. Gaherin, the owners' Springs, C,olo., 29th in 1:51.823.
Messersmith and Dave bargaining agent and their
McNally were free agents be- principallabor relations expert,
cause they had played one year says his preference is for a
beyond their contractual corn- negotiated settlement but the
mitments. owners have the right to take
Seitz' ruling, which the own- every legal avenue open to
ers sought unsuccessfully to them.
overturn, struck down the an-
cient interpretation of the op-
tion clause that had kept a
player with one team as long
as that team desired. The new
interpretation, which the own-
ers insist would destroy the na-
tional pastime, says a player
becomes a free agent, available
to all 24 major league clubs
after he exercises the option
year of his contract.
The owners swung and
missed against Seitz and didn't
connect with Oliver, but anoth-
er swing — an appeal of Oli-
ver's decision — could jeopard-
ize the 1976 baseball season
The labor contract between
the owners and the Major
League Baseball Players Asso-
ciation expired Dec. 31 Nego-
tiations have been under way
but fruitless. The union says
that the sides will get no closer
to an agreement if the owners
continue taking their case to
court. The owners, meanwhile,
have threatened a delay in
spring training if there is no
signed agreement by then.
"I don't like the idea of them
constantly running to court,"
said Marvin Miller, executive
director of the players associ-
ation, who insists that collec-
tive bargaining and litigation
just don't mix.
"What we have here is a la-
bor relations problem and it
can only be solved in one way
— at the bargaining table,"
Miller said. "We have to nego-
tiate a change."
Miller said the owners are
listening to the advice of their
Named To Staff
EVANSTON, Ill. (AP) — A
former running back at North-
western University has been
hired as an assistant football
coach, according to head coach
and Athletic Director John
Pont.
Johnny Cook, 25, will coach
the defensive ends, Pont said
Wednesday. Cook, who was
graduated in 1973, spent last
season coaching the defensive
ends at Bowling Green Univer-
sity.
Previously, Cook, who is
from Warren, Ohio, spent one
year each at Ball State and In-
diana universities. He was a
three-year letterman at North-
western and was a starting run-
ning back as a junior and sen-
ior, though injuries sidelined
him in both years.
Top Field
ALBANY, Calif. ( AP) —
Three imports from Santa Ani-
ta — Windy Welcome, First
Case and Eastern Dreamer —
top a field of 10 3-year-old fill-
ies entered in the $25,000 Por-
tole Stakes, the 5k4-furlong fea-
ture race as Golden Gate
Fields opens its 92-session
spring meeting Friday.
Frank Olivares will be
aboard Windy-Welcome, and
John Sellers will ride First
Case,awith both horses weigh-
ted at 117 pounds. Eastern
Dreamer will have Raul C,es-
pedes as jockey.
seconds faster than the mark
set on this course last year by
Austria's Franz Klanuner, the
favorite in this event who post-
ed the second best time,
1:47.33, on Wednesday.
Of the favorites, Switzer-
land's Bernard Russi, the 1972
Olympic winner, will race
third, Roux llth and }Claimer
15th.
The American men downhill
skiers made a strong showing
in their final tune-up Wednes-
day as Greg Jones of Tahoe
City, Calif., finished seventh,
Andy Mill, Aspen, Colo., was
ninth and Karl Anderson,
Greene, Maine, was 11th.
Also on today's schedule are
the second of three parts of the
pairs ice dancing competition
— in which the graceful duo of
Colleen O'Connor and Jim
Minns of Colorado Springs,
Colo., were in third place after
Wednesday's performance; the
first of two parts of the pairs
figure skating competition, and
three Group B hockey games
among teams not eligible for
medals.
On a day when pro-American
spirit echoed through the moun-
tains and valleys of this middle
European resort, the spectre of
bloody Munich still chilled the
air as a contingent of 5,000 po-
liceman patrolled the coun-
tryside.
A tremendous roar resounded
across the snow-capped moun-
tains when the 119-member
United States delegation
marched into the huge outdoor
stadium. Only the Austrian
team drew a warmer ovation
from the crowd of 65,000 to 80,-
000 which packed tbe inclines.
Injuries during Wednesday's
practice runs dashed the Olym-
pic hopes of one competitor and
damaged the chances of 1972
double gold medal winner
Marie-Theres Nadig of Switzer-
land.
Miss Nadig reinjured a stic ul-
der and the team doctor sa.d
the Swiss ace would not prac-
tice again but would protably
compete in the women's down-
hill event Sunday.
Austria's Werner Grissman
fell spectacularly in the men's
downhill trials. His coach, Tony
Sailer, said Grissmaz tore a
knee and the team doctor said
he was out for the season.
Sweden's Thomas Magnus-
son, the 1974 world champion in
the 30-kilometer cross-country
race, left the Olympics when he
learned his father was killed in
a car crash Wednesday. Mag-
nusson was replaced by Christ-
er Johansson for Thursday's
competition.
Ice dancing, the newest event
on the Olympic program, got
off to a rousing start with Rus-
sian favorites Ludmilla Pakho-
mova and Aleksandr Gorshkov
grabbing a big lead. The five-
time world champions had the
best score in each of three orig-
inal sets of pattern dances.
Miss O'Connor and Millns
placed third, barely trailing
Russian world titlists Irina Moi-
seeva and Andrei Minenkov in
this new Olympic event that
differs from ice skating in its
rigidity and its lack of spec-
tacular spins and acrobatics.
Andy Mill of Aspen, Colo.,
was the top American finisher,
sixth in 1:47.06. Greg Jones of
Tahoe City, Calif., was llth in
1:47.84, Pete Patterson of Sun
Valley, Idaho, was 1301 in
1:47.94 and Karl Anderson of
Greene, Maine, completed the
United States contingent in 24th
place at 1:49.06.
"I was in agony all the way
down because of the pain in my
injured leg," said Mill, who had
crashed during a pre-Olympic
practice run.' I could hardly
stand it. This was tbo bad be-
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Several Key Games In Region Friday
Only three more weeks of regular season play remain in
high school basketball. And still yet, there is no clear-cut
choice to win the First Region Tournament.
Paducah Tilghman is the leader in the Sun-Democrat's
coaches' poll but whether or not they escape from the
rugged Second pistri ct remains to be seen.
In the First District, it would appear Fulton County and
Hickman County will advance to the Region Tournament.
Mayfield may not win the Third District since Lowes
and Symsonia are so tough this season but with the luck of
the draw, the Cardinals still could well wind up in the
Regional Tournament again.
The Fourth District is all the luck of the draw as only
Murray High, Calloway County and Marshall County
make up the tourney field. The object of the Fourth
District Tournament is not to draw a first round bye.
The season record at predicting games now stands at
104-49 for a .680 mark on the season. Here are the picks for
Friday:
Squires Give Nuggets
Rugged Game But Lose
By The Associated Press
The Virginia Squires may be
having financial difficulties, but
they looked like a million dol-
lars against the Denver Nug-
gets.
The Squires, in last place and
reportedly on the verge of fold-
ing, gave the American Basket-
ball Association's leading team
all it could handle before suc-
cumbing 135-131 in overtime
Wednesday night.
"The guys are still playing
hard after all they've been
through," said Virginia Coach
Zelmo Beaty.
The Nuggets had to fight for
their lives against their ABA
poor cousins.
They trailed in the last min-
ute of overtime before Bobby
Jones stole the ball and fed
Ralph Simpson for a break-
away basket. Then Claude Ter-
ry stole an inbounds pass from
the Squires and turned it into a
three-point play for the winning
margin.
In the night's other ABA
games, the Indiana Pacers
whipped the Kentucky Colonels
135-116 and the New York Nets
defeated the Spirits of St. Louis
117-112.
The Nuggets' victory enabled
them to preserve their 41/2-
game lead over the Nets. Den-
ver appeared to have the game
won in regulation play when
Simpson, who finished with 34
points, scored on a 22-foot
jumper with nine seconds left.
But Swen Neter threw in a tip-
in with two seconds on the
clock to send the game into
overtime.
Pacers 135, Colonels 111
Indiana beat Kentucky behind
the 36 points of Billy Knight.
The Pacers have defeated the
Colonels five straight times at
home this year and have beat-
en the defending ABA cham-
pions 17 of their last 18 appear-
ances in Indianapolis.
Nets 117, Spirfts 112
John Williamson and Bill
Melchionni combined for 36
points and led New York over
St. Louis despite Marvin Barn-
es' 40 points and 19 rebounds.
The 6-foot-2 Melchionni, also
the Nets' assistant coach,
poured in 20 of the combined
total as New York eased away
in the final four minutes.
GOLF . .
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. - Jim
Colbert and Bud Allin shared
the first round lead in the $180,-
000 Bob Hope Desert Golf Clas-
sic with 5 under-par 67's.
BOWLING . .
CLEVELAND - Marshall
Holman, averaging 246 for nine
games, held the lead after the
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CHRISTIAN COUNTY at Murray High by six - The two
teams met earlier in the year at Freedom Hall and the
Colonels escaped with a 64-50 victory. Give the Tigers
eight points for a homecourt advantage and we get
Christian County by six. Watch the matchup of the guards,
Raymond Sims and Antwon Cheetham.
St. Mary al HICKMAN COUNTY by six - Any team
that come within eight points of Louisville Trinity can
beat St. Mary. Hickman County rates as my darkhorse in
the Region so I'll take the Falcons by six in what should be
one of the best games of the seamen.
Reidland at SYMSONIA by six - The magic number
seems like six as I seem to be hung up on the number. And
speaking of hanging, the Rough Riders should lynch the
Greyhounds in what should be a sellout shouting contest
between the two sides of the gymnasium.
Other Friday games: Ballard at MAYFIELD by nine,
Heath at TILGHMAN by 12, SEDALIA at Fulton City by
nine, Wing° at FULTON COUNTY by 12, Fancy Farm at
LOWES by 13 and MARSHALL COUNTY at Carlisle Coun-
ty by nine.
Saturday, Paducah Illgtunan will visit Calloway Coun-
ty. Before making that prediction, here are the other two
for Saturday night: Mayfield at OWENSBORO APOLLO
by 13 and Fulton City at CUBA by eight.
TILGHMAN at Calloway County by 16- Two years ago,
favored Tilghman invaded Jeffrey Gymnasium and went
home with a 72-61 loss in what I remember as the best
game I've ever seen a Laker team play.
However, two years ago Calloway County had a 6-8 cen-
ter and a winning record. This time, you have to favor
Tilghman, although it might be a little closer game than
what most people would think.
KWIC Tourney
The Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference
basketball pairings have been released. The tourney will
be held March 1,2 and 3 in Lexington.
In the upper bracket, Eastern Kentucky drew a bye and
will play the winner of the LouLsville-Morehead game
which will be played at 6:30 p. m. on March 1.
In the lower bracket, Kentucky drew the bye and will
play the winner of the Murray-Western game which will
be held at 8:30 p. m. March 1.
Semifinals are on March 2 with the third place and
championship contests to be played March 3.






























































12 7 1.8 1
3 2 .3 1
20 27 3.4 2
PF. Pg. TP. AVG. 
45 1 382 22.5
56 2 217 12.8
34 1 183 10.8
60 6 172 10.1
41 0 155 9.7
22 0 52 3.1
15 1 37 2.8
2 o 12 1.3
6 o 5 1.3
1 0 4 .7
13 0 30 3.8




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If you didn't know better,
you might think Fred Overton
was coaching an undefeated
team that was ranked in the
top 10 in the nation.
"If we can check the
defensive boards, I think we
can win every game left on the
schedule," Overton said. And
for a coach who is getting
ready to take his team to play
at Austin Peay that's really
sounding a note of optimism.
The Peay and Murray will
clash at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in
the new 9,000-seat Winfield
Dunn Center. Austin Peay
leads the Ohio Valley Con-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
All it took was a change of de-
fensive tactics to get Louisville
rolling and leave Morehead
reeling Wednesday night.
Held to a 20-20 tie through the
first 14 minutes, Louisville
switched to a trap zone defense
and began a 22-4 trip over the
next five minutes that started
the Cardinals to a resounding
90-68 college basketball victory.
"When they went to the zone,
out two guards got a llttle 'rat-
tled," Morehead Coach Jack
Schalow said afterwards.
"They are freshmen and they
got a little excited."
The two guards, Herbie
Stamper and Brad LeMaster,
had engineered a disciplined
Morehead offense against
Louisville's man-to-man de-
fense. After spotting the larger
Cardinals a 12-4 lead, Morehead
battled from behind the tie the
game.LeMaster hit three quick
baskets and Stamper two free
throws during Morehead's last
surge of the evening.
In other games Wednesday.
Eastern Kentucky dropped an
86-82 decision to Ohio Valle
Conference foe Tennessee
Tech; Kentucky Wesleyan was
beaten 81-73 by Evansville.
Wright State of Ohio edged
Northern Kentucky 91-87; and
Lincoln Memorial of Tennessee
trimmed Union 87-79.
"We went to the 1-3-1 trap,
something that we haven't used
all year," Louisville's Denny
Crum said. "We worked on it
about 15 minutes Tuesday in
practice. I don't think they ex-
pected it."
Morehead also probably
didn't expect Louisville's Wes-
ley Cos to sake personal charge
of the game, either. The 6-5
junior turned in an awesome
performance during
Louisville's explosion, scoring
five baskets and assisting on
two others.
Men's Downhill To Be
Featured On Television
By The Associated Press
The dangerous men's down-
hill, in which racers hit speeds
estimated at more than 80
miles per hour, will highlight
tonight's television coverage of
the Winter Olympic Games.
ABC-TV will show highlights
of today's action from 8:30 p.m.
to 11 p.m. EST.
The featured attraction is the
downhill, the longest and fast-
est of the Alpine skiing events.
The racers will go down the
course once each, passing
through 25 gates along the trail
that is just over two miles long.
The fastest skier wins the gold
medal.
If a skier compiles a time of
one minute,. 47 seconds or bet-
ter, he has a good chancee at a
medal. This is also the race
that causes the worst injuries
and an occasional death.
The Olympic course is not
technically difficult for a good
skier, but it is fast - a track of
nearly glazed ice. There are
several points on the course -
an "ox-crossing" and road
crossing - which dip and will
send the skiers into the air.
Former US. Ski Coach Bob
Beattie and former Alpine rac-
er Karl Schranz will serve
commentators.
Also to be shown tonight is
action from two competitions in
figure skating: ice dancing and
Ice dancing is a new Olympic
event. Tonight, the competitors
who skate together, will per-
form original dance patterns
The pairs' competitors, who
do not necessarily skate togeth-
er, will perform the so-called
"short program" in their event
It involves each pair doing pre-
scribed moves.
ABC announced it would tele-
vise all the above events. It did
not say what its plans were
about speed skating. Today.
however, there is the 1,500-me-
ter women's race - about a
mile.
Two Americans, Leah Poulos
and Sheila Young, could win
medals. If they do, ABC is like
ly to show the footage tonight
BASEBALL .
KANSAS CITY - A federal
judge upheld an arbitrator'',
award which made pitchers
Andy Messersmith and Dave
McNally free agents.
TENNIS .
BARCELONA, Spain - Cliff
Drysdale defeated Manuel
Otintes7-6, 6-3 moving into the
Inalinleis of the $17,000 World
Chotopiosohip Tennis Tourna
meat.
two shy of his career best for a
game, and now shows 1,001 ca-
reer points through 2½ seasons.
Schalow joined the 8,932 fans
in Louisville's Freedom Hall in
praising Cox.
"A guy like Cox, when you
need a rebound or two points,
you just go to him and he can
get It for you. I think Cox, Adr-
ian Dantley (of Notre Dame)
and Marcus Johnson ( of UCLA)
are the best three 8-6 forwards
in the nation." -
Tennessee Tech took the lead
for good at 69-67 when Frank
Jones hit a basket with 5:52
left, and Eastern Kentucky
couldn't mount a final come-
back.
The Colonels, 7-10 overall and
4-4 in the OVC, trailed by 10 in
the first half but recovered to
build a four point second half
lead. But Tech, 11-6 and 4-4, got
29 points from Tom Schmidt
and 19 more from Jones to
make the Eastern lead short-
lived. Carl Brown led Eastern
with 21 points.
Jeff Frey scored 21 points, in-
cluding five straight to break a
66-66 tie, to lead Evansville
past Wesleyan. The loss
dropped the Panthers, who
were led by Bill Tucker's 19
points, dropped to 11-7. Evans-
ville is now 13-6.
Steve Shook scored 26 points
to lead a balanced Wright State
attack against Northern Ken-
tucky. Rick Martin finally put
the winners ahead for good
with a basket that broke a 73-73
tie. Jeff powers had 26 points
for Northern Kentucky.
Lincoln Memorial had four
fewer baskets than Union, but
used a 21-1 edge in free throws
to capture the contest. Fred
Lee had 31 for the winners,
Mike Sammons 72 for the los-
ers.
Western Kentucky is second at
5-2.
Morehead is 4-3, Tennessee
Tech 4-4, Eastern Kentucky 4-
4, Murray State 3-4, Middle
Tennessee 2-5 and East
Tennessee 1-6.
Murray lost a 74-70 contest
earlier in the season to the
Governors on the Racers'
home court. Western Ken-
tucky, which beat Murray 92-
68 last Saturday, played at
Austin Peay Monday and lost
91-81. At one point, Austin
Peay led the Hilltoppers 34-10.
You might think a coach
would have to be crazy to
think he had a chance of
winning at Ausin Peay. Well,
Freddie Overton is crazy. He's
crazy over the kids on his
team and they are crazy over
him.
Something funny has
happened to the team in the
last few days. After whipping
Middle Tennessee 71-60
Monday, Overton stepped into
the dressing room and his
players stood and cheered
him.
Overton even got hugs from
Zech Blasingame and Jesse
Williams.
"We're probably playing
our best ball of the season,"
Overton said.
"We've slipped Jesse in
closer to the basket and that's
the reason. After losing at
Western, we finally wised up
to the fact we can't win games
by shooting from downtown.
"When you get the ball
closer to the basket, it shor-
tens the rebound. We have
great leapers on our team and
it comes to surface when we
take our shots from in close.
"But when you shoot most of 
your shots from 20 and 25 feet,
the ball bounces out and our
guards have to do the
rebounding," Overton said.
One of the bright spots over
the past few games has been
the improved play of Zech
Blasingame, the 6-4 junior
forward.
He's matured so much. He's
letting us work with him. He
isn't getting all huffy and
puffy when he's not starting
and now he's playing with a
good mind."
Overton plans one change in
the lineup for Saturday's
encounter against his alma
meter, a team he has yet to
beat in two years at Murray
State.
Sophomore guard Tommy
Wade will start at the point.
Murray will run three for-
wards.. .Vic Jordan, Grover
Woolard and Blasingame.
Williams will be playing at
center.
"I sat down and talked with
Jeff (Hughes) and told him
what we needed against
Austin Peay. We need to have
more rebounding power and
with Zach starting, we should
have it.
"Wade will give us the
ballhandling we need against
the Austin Peay pressure.
Monday night, we'll go back to
our regular lineup against
Indiana State," Overton
added.
Overton said he has been
very impressed with his team
in practice the past few days.
"If people want to see how
good Jesse Williams really is,
they should come out and
watch him in practice
sometime. We've been having
great team unity and spirit in
practice. But somewhere
between practice and game
time, we seem to lose part of
it.
"If we can just prevent the
slippage, we're going to be a
great club.
"We bave to keep in close
against Austin Peay. You
don't go down there and try to
run with them for 40 minutes.
You got to try and stay close
for 30 minutes and then beat
them for the last 10.
"The part of their defense
that is the most vunerable is
the interior. They are tough on
the outside.. as good as
anyone in the country. But if
we can take the ball inside and
do the things we are supposed
to do on the boards, we'll be in
the game with Austin Peay,"
Overton concluded.
Moaday's Game
Indiana State will feature
one of the bigger teams
Murray has played this
season. The Sycamores are 8-9
on the season and will play at
Eastern Illinois Saturday
before invading the Sports
Arena here Monday.
Last year, the Sycamores
defeated the Racers 84-77 in a
game played at Terre Haute.
Leading Indiana State is 6-8
senior forward Rick Williams
who is averaging 16.8 points
per game. 6-11 sophomore
center DeCarsta Webster is
scoring at a 10.2 pace and is
gabbing off over 13 rebounds
per outing.
Geoff Shuck, a 6-6 senior
forward who played at Ten-
nessee Tech for two years, is
scoring at 12.8 while 6-5
sophomore guard Mike Route
is averaging 13.3. Rounding
out the lineup for the
Sycamores is 6-0 junior guard
Danny King who is scoring 7.4
points per game.
After the Indiana State
game next Monday, the
Racers will travel to Death
Valley the following weekend
to meet Morehead and
Eastern Kentucky.
Joins Tampa Bay
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Dan
Connors, who played linebacker
for the Oakland Raiders in tiso.
National Football League for 11
years before his retirement last
season, has been hired as west-
ern-region scout for the NFL's
new Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
A team spokesman said Con-
nors, a former University of,
Miami player drafted by the
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Abortion Emerging As Key Campaign Issue In November
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Abortion is emerging as a key
presidential campaign issue,
although the winner in
November, whoever he may
be, will have little to say about
its resolution.
The !motional tenor of the
controversy has led most can-
didates to stake out carefully ,
worded positions, some of
which tend to straddle the
issue by embracing positions
on both sides.
President Ford became the
latest presidential candidate
to address the issue, saying in
a recorded CBS television in-
terview Tuesday that he wants
the abortion question thrown
back to the states. By con-
trast, Ronald Reagan, his op-
ponent for the GOP presiden-
tial nomination, wants a con-
stitutional amendment to
establish a national ban on
abortion.
Ford indicated he was sym-
pathetic to a constitutional
amendment, without calling
for one.
Archbishop Joseph L. Ber-




and disappointing"hut said it
would be "unfair to be any
more critical of Mr. Ford than
of some other prominent
political leaders, whose views
1976 License
Sale Is Slow
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The sale of 1976 auto license
decals generally is slow state-
wide with some counties
reporting sales lagging 5,000
to 9,000 behind last year's pace
as of Tuesday.
Kentucky is using decals in-
stead of metal tags for the fir-
st time and Secretary of
Transportation John Roberts
said he believes motorists, not
seeing new colored plates on
cars, are not reminded to ob-
tain the decals.
The decals must be
displayed by midnight, March
1 and there is no current plan
to extend the deadline.
on the abortion issue appear to
be equally confused."
The Supreme Court ruled
three years ago that states
may not prohibit abortion in





groups since then have been
lobbying, demonstrating and
pressuring presidential can-
didates. Most authorities con-
cede, however, that the only
avenue to change is a con-
stitutional amendment, which
is the province of Congress
and the states.
There already arelt least a
dozen amendments pending in
Congress which would, as
Ford suggests, assign respon-
sibility over abortion to the
states and let them decide
whether to allow or ban it.
Other proposed amend-
ments, the kind supported by
Reagan and Democrat George
Wallace, would have the effect
of restoring the bans generally
in effect in the states before
the Supreme Court ruling.
Those amendments would per-
mit abortions in exceptional
cases, such as for rape victims
or mothers whose lives are in
danger.
Wallace is the only Demo-
cratic presidential contender
calling for a constitutional
amendment to ban abortion.
Most say they oppose abortion
in principle but support the Su-
preme Court ruling.
Sargent Shriver, another of
the Democratic contenders,
has said he finds all of the cur-
rently proposed amendments
unacceptable but leaves the
door open for possibly finding
one he could approve.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-
Wash., has generally opposed
amending the Constitution,
but says he opposes abortion
on principle. He has hinted at
returning regulation to the
states but has not called for an
amendment to accomplish it.
Former Georgia Gov. Jim-
my Carter also says abortion
is wrong but opposes any con-
stitutional amendment to pro-
hibit it. "I think the govern-
ment ought to do everything
possible to minimize abor-




education and birth control
aid.
Both Shriver and Sen. Birch
Bayh, D-Ind., also have sug-
gested alternative solutions,
such as providing more birth
control information, child-
care programs and health
care for young mothers.
While Bayh also has said he
morally opposes abortion, he
has fought the amendment
drive. The Constitution, he
says, "must not be used as an
instrument for moral prefer-
ence."
Gov. Milton Shapp, 1)-Pa.,
also is among those who say
they personally dislike abor-
tion but support the Supreme
Court's decision. But he goes
beyond most other candidates
to defend the right of a woman
to decide the question without
governmental interference.
Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen, D-
Tex., too, has said he supports
the court's decision, but he ad-
ds the belief that "the rights of
those medical personnel and
hospital administrators who
have objections to abortion as
a matter of conscience must
also be observed."
Bentsen, however, has said
he does not support an amend-
ment and has proposed no oth-
er means of carving out ex-
ceptions to the court ruling.
Former Sen. Fred Harris,
D-Okla., and Rep. Morris
Udall, D-Ariz., both say they
support the court ruling and
oppose antiabortion amend-
ments.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W.
Va., the latest Democratic
candidate, says he opposes
abortion on demand but would
permit it in cases of rape or
where the woman's life was
endangered by pregnancy.
In 1873 nearly 35 million
American women were work-
ing.
The Basketball Hall of Fame
was incorporated in 1959.
The Jim Thorpe Trophy is
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alifornia Doctors End 35-Day Slowdown
LOS ANGELES AP) — Phy-
cia,ns protesting huge in-
eases in their malpractice in-
ance premiums have ended
35-day slowdown and say
ey/11 go back to work as usual
:rting today.
But the doctors warned that
ess the state legislature acts
uickly to resolve the problem,
'next time everyone will go
ut."
Late Wednesday, The United
• hysicians of California, which
•-arheaded the protest, voted
• end the slowdown even
hough all major issues in the
ontroversy remain
esolved.
The slowdown, which affected
15 of the 234 members of the
ospital Council of Southern
lifornia, ended most elective
gery. Surgeons and many
-pecialists declined to take new
tients, and many stopped
• • ing all but postoperative
patients.
The slowdown did not prevent
anyone from obtaining neces-
sary medical care because nu-
merous cases were shunted to
the eight county-operated hospi-
tals, a move that cost tax-
payers an estimated $1 million.
Private hospitals estimated
they lost $7 million despite the
more than 20,000 workers laid
off or placed on shorter work
weeks.
The vote to end the slowdown
came at an emotional four-hour
meeting of 300 UPC representa-
tives. The group said its mem-
bership includes 80 per cent of
the state's 41,000 licensed
physicians.
mans.
One UPC spokesman said the
decision to return to work was
based on assurances from state
political leaders in Sacramento
that a solution can be found to
the crisis, which has sent mal-
practice insurance premiums
soaring by 327 per cent to as
high as $30,000 for some spe-
cialists.
But he warned, "If it looks
like nothing is happening, there
is the implied threat next time
everyone will go out."
The protest began New
Year's Day and at its peak in-
volved 23,000 physicians —
most of them specialisists such
as orthopedic surgeons and
neurosurgeons — throughout
Southern California, the UPC
has estimated. Rates were hik-
ed the most for doctors in these
specialities, which are more
prone to malpractice suits.
Primary care physicians,
with the exception of a brief
slowdown in support of the spe-
cialists, did not take part in the
protest.
The UPC representatives
voted unanimously to approve a
statement that said, "Phase
one, to bring about a resolution
of the medical malpractice in-
surance problem — the job ac-
tion — has come to a successful
conclusion.
"It ) the protest) has demon-
strated to the public that the
malpractice problem is a real
crisis demanding solution"
UPC spokesman Dr. Richard
Carlin said the protest had
"brought the enormity of the
problem to the attention of the
opinion makers of the state."
Carlin said that while the
slowdown had ended the physi-
cians "will continue pressure in
other ways" and that doctors
will seek to "broaden the sup-
port for reform."
Jury Hears Opening Statements
In Robbery Trail Of Patty Hearst
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The government plans to recon-
struct the bank robbery it says
is symbolic of Patricia Hearst's
conversion to terrorism — the
same holdup the defense por-
trays as her ultimate struggle
for survival.
Jim Smith, manager of the
Hibernia Bank held up by the
Symbionese Liberation Army
April 15, 1974, was lined up as
Bible Bill Glides Through Senate Panel
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —A
bill allowing public schools to
teach the biblical theory of
New Can Top Set
For Production
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
brewer and a soft drink bottler
in the Louisville area will begin
using a new can top next week
that remains safely attached to
a can while it is used.
The idea is to start eliminat-
ing pull-off, throwaway tab tops
that have generated complaints
by environmentalists and con-
sumers. The Falls City Brewing
Co. will begin production of
Drummond Bros. Preferred
beer in the new cans next
Wednesday, said James F.
Tate, president of Falls City.
And J. Tyler Taylor, presi-
dent of the Coca-Cola Bottling
Co. of Louisville, says the bot-
tler will begin using the cans
for Coca-Cola on Monday, with
distribution to begin after Feb.
16.
creation glided through the Sen-
ate Education Committee today
with a unanimous vote.
Afterwards, the sponsor, Sen.
Walter Strong, D-Beattyville, a
minister, asked the committee
to put the measure on the con-
sent calendar — which would
allow it to pass, possibly with-
out debate.
The Senate committee agreed
with this suggestion, also unani
mously.
Sen. David Karem, 13-Louis-
ville, said he planned to file an
amendment to broaden the
measure.
"But Sen. Strong feels very
strong that I ought not to, so I
won't," Karem said.
He said he took into consider-
ation an attorney general's
opinion that the bill would be
constitutional.
"If it's constitutional to teach
the Bible theory then I suppose
it would be to teach any other
theory," Karem said.
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Cov-
ington, joked that he missed an
earlier discussion of the bill be-
cause he had to fly to Washing-
ton — where, he said, he be-
came apprehensive during a
thunderstorm before landing.
"I thought maybe the Lord
wasn't going to get me to
Washington and I wished I
were back here discussing the
bill."
Kentucky statutes do not cur-
rently prohibit teaching the bib-
lical theory.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
noted that the measure does
not require the Bible to be used
and hence doesn't violate the
constitution.
There was little discussion at
an earlier hearing.
One opponent, William Mori-
son of the University of Louis-
ville, contended "it smacks on
John Thomas Scopes and
smacks of 1925."
The reference was to the fa-
mous trial in Tennessee where
a teacher was convicted of




An effort is currently un-
derway in Calloway County to
organize a local chapter of the
Izaak Walton League ac-
cording to Joe Palermo of
New Concord.
The Izaak Walton League of
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the trial's first witness today.
Miss Hearst held a submachine
gun during the robbery.
A jury of seven women and
five men was sworn in Wednes-
day and heard chief prosecutor
James L. Browning Jr. de-
scribe the 21-year-old news-
paper heiress as a willing and
profane bandit.
Her chief defense counsel, F.
Lee Bailey, in his opening
statement, called the pale de-
fendant "a prize pig" tortured
by a convict self-taught in the
rudiments of mind control and
determined to have Miss
Hearst branded an outlaw.
From the time of her Feb. 4,
1974, abduction until the bank
robbery two months later, Bail-
ey said, Miss Hearst was
taunted daily by the SLA, told
her family had abandoned her,
that the authorities wanted her
dead and that she had nowhere
to go.
Chicago, 1922, by a group of 54
sportsmen. Purpose of such an
organization is to preserve the
quality of outdoor America,
wildlife, especially the rare
species, greater protection of
parks, public lands, stop
pollution, and "Save Our
Streams."
Art Richardson, ex-vice
president of the Illinois State
Izaak Walton League stated it
Is a conservation club con-
cerned with all aspects of the
outdoors.
Walton Chapters in Illinois,
with a total membership of
3,722. Kentucky has one
chapter.
Iowa is ranked first in
National total membership.
Indiana is second; Maryland,
third, and Illinois ranks
fourth.




resources, foremost its soil,
woods, water and wildlife, it
was necessary to "set up" a
specialized organization.
Thus, the Izaak Walton
League of America En-
dowment, Ind. was formed.
Due to this, they have
acquired and protected
thousands of acres of lands
and waters over the past five
decades, which now belong to
the public.
The largest part of the
endowment acquisition has
been resold to the U. S. Forest
Service and the National Park
Service, at cost or less, to
become part of the nation's
parks, forests and public
reacreation areas.
The Izaak Walton League
"Water Wagon" has been
added to the "Save Our
Streams" program.
Izaak Walton League is
steadily progressing and
going forward in educating the
public in preserving nature.
Persons interested in the
league should contact Joe
Palermo, Rt. 1, New Concord,
Ky.
Two organizational
meetings have been scheduled
for Feb. 18 in the Ellis Com-
munity Center, 630 Ellis
Drive. One session will be held
at 12:30 p.m. and the second




She was mentally and sexual-
ly tortured, he said, and was
ordered to participate forceful-
ly in the bank holdup or the
SLA would "blow her to bits" if
she "messed up."
She became convinced that
cooperation with her captors
was "her only means of surviv-
al" he said. So, she rushed into
the bank with the others, was
introduced as a revolutionary
called "Tanta" and helped the
SLA speed off with $10,690.
"Miss Hearst was a prisoner
of war for 20 months" until her
capture in San Francisco last
Sept. 18, Bailey said.
Bailey said SLA leader Don-
ald "Cinque" DeFreeze studied
mind control books while in
prison and used the techniques
he had learned on Miss Hearst.
Browning, in his opening ar-
gument, said he would offer
testimony that Miss Hearst
wielded her submachine gun
with apparent sincerity and ut-
tered obscenities as she or-
dered customers to the floor.
The jury also will hear tape
recordings of Miss Hearst be-
fore and after the holdup in
which she said she had joined
the SLA, taken the name of
Tania and freely participated in
the crime.
Earlier Wednesday, the de-
fense fought to have the tapes
banned from the trial, but U.S.
District Court Judge Oliver J.
Carter denied the motion.
Browning also said he would
introduce a document recov-
ered the day Miss Hearst was
arrested in which the defendant
allegedly bragged about her
role as "Tanis" and willing
participant in the bank heist.
With some portions in her
own handwriting, Browning
said, Miss Hearst wrote that
the robbery was staged "be-
cause we needed the money
and we wanted to illustrate that
Ta was alive and her decision
was not a bunch of B. S."
Miss Hearst, sitting opposite
the jury on the second anni-
versary of her kidnaping, kept
her head bowed during most of
the opening statements. She
whispered to Bailey several
times while Browning was talk-
ing.
Mostly, she stared at the sur-
face of the defense table, hands
clasped in lap, but she occa-
sionally studied the jury when
her attorney talked.
When Bailey alluded to her
mental and sexual abuse, she
took a sip of water from a sty-
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) —
H. Randolf Kramer, an Owens-
boro attorney, has been sum-
moned to appear Feb. 18 in fed-
eral court at Owensboro on
charges of failing to file federal
i110011211-iiti returns.
U.S. Atty. George J. Long an-
nounced Wednesday that Kra-
84, had been charged on
thee counts of failing to file
tax retiwns, on income totaling
$141,795 from 1770 to 1972.
Persons convicted of failing
to file federal income-tax re-
can be sentenced to up to
one
'There were four secretaries
01 state tinder President Harry
Truman.
The purpose of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency is to
coordinate governmental action
to aeon of therennetus,$-
b abating and con-
trolling
rofoam cup and her right hand
flinched slightly.
Bailey said he would present
three psychiatric experts who
would testify that sometime be-
fore the bank robbery Miss
Hearst "broke" and her ability
to reason was lost in terror.
He said the young woman
was "yanked" from her Berke-
ley apartment by the SLA and
kept in a dark closet for six to
nine weeks.
The SLA decided to stage the
bank robbery, he said, "for the
purpose of making Patricia
Hearst an outlaw so that they
need not be so concerned about
her escape if ever the opportun-
ity should arise."
He said the "continual car-
ping" by the SLA and the "hor-
ror" of watching five SLA
members, including DeFreeze,
the in a fiery shootout with Los
Angeles police a month after
the robbery reinforced her be-
lief that she could never sur-
render.
Bailey said he would show ju-
rors televised news accounts of
May 17, 1974, as broadcasters
reported that authorities be-
lieved MISS Hearst was inside
the burning house, ripped by
police gunfire.
He closed his presentation
with one final mention of the
heart of his defense — the ab-
duction. "But for the kidnaping
of Patty Hearst, there would
have been no bank robbery, in-
cluding Patty Hearst, and she
would not be here today."
Earlier, Bailey had moved
for a mistrial because Brown-
ing had told the jury about an-
other shooting incident in Los
Angeles on May 16, 1974, in
which Miss Hearst faces state
charges of assault and kidnap-
ing.




of events after the bank holdup
"tainted" the jury and asked
for a mistrial. His motion was
denied.
Miss Hearst, who faces a
maximum sentence of 35 years
In prison if convicted, took a
spirited role in the final process
of jury selection.
A list of 36 approved persons
was silently exchanged between
Bailey and Browning as each
struck his allotted number of
potential jurors from the list
with pen strokes.
The defense had 12 excused,
the prosecution eight, leaving
the jury of 12 and four alter-
nates.
Mills Hearst whispered into
Bailey's ear on nearly every
check he made, sometimes in
"definitive tones," he later
said. She was visibly dis-
appointed when one man, Ber-
nard Seligman, 69, was re-
moved by the prosecution.
Seven members of the jury
are under 40, one a 24-year-old
woman. At least five are par-
ents. Their occupations range
from airline stewardess to
housewife to potter. Two are ci-
vilian employes of the U.S.
Army.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?) —
The Louisville Regional Crirni-
nal Justice Commission expects
about 400 persons at a confer-
ence called "Thinking About
Crime," to be held Friday and
Saturday at the University of
Louisville.
"We hope the conference will
offer different points of view to
generate discussions on how to
control crime," said Ernest Al-
len, executive director of the
commission.
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane will moderate a panel
discussion Friday that will in-
clude Mayor Richard Hatcher
of Gary, Ind., Mayor Ralph
Perk of Cleveland, Ohio, and
Mayor Lawrence Cohen of St.
Paul, Minn.
Other speakers will include
James Q. Wilson, a professor at
Harvard University's John F.
Kennedy School of Govern-
ment; Dr. Robert Martinson,
associate professor of sociology
at City College of New York,
and Henry Ruth, a former Wa-
tergate prosecutor who is now
director of criminal justice re-
search at the Urban Institute in
Washington, D.C.
The National Housing Act es-
tablished the US. Housing Au-
thority to administer loans to
communities and states for ru-
ral and urban construction.
President William McKinley
died Sept. 14, 1901, and Theo-
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vertising 7 5 3- 19 19.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-
on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 7 5 3 -
1916ond 753-1917.























ZETTA HALE YOUNG is
back at the Hairdresser
201 South 6th Street. She
invites friends and
former customers to call
753-3530 Tuesday
through Saturday.
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THERE ARE no words
that can adequately
express the appreciation
and debt of gratitude we
feel for all the friends,
neighbors, and relatives
who helped us and ex-
pressed their sympathy
in the loss of our loved
one, Mrs. Laverne
Adams Miller. For all of
those who took care of
our children, prepared
our meals, and cared for
our every need, we can
only say thank you from
the bottom of our hearts.
The many prayers and
the beautiful flowers
, gave us strength and
consolation. We thank
Bro. Williamson, Bro.
Sills, Mrs. Patsy Neals,




We thank Dr. Charles
Clark, the staff at the
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for the
services they provided.
May God bless each of
you.














dog. Black and white.
Short haired. Found in




beagle. Was hit by a car
and being cared for by
Humane Society. Was










With TV service at Murray-
Calloway Hospital. dust be
neat, dependable, good with
flgures and meeting public 3-4
hours per day, 3 to 4 days per
week. Great for boueewile.
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resume plus picture in
Profession office in
Murray. Write to P. 0.
Box 32 V. Murray.
PART TIME HELP
NEEDED. Mature, self
starter to work from
their home evenings and
Saturday. Ap-
proximately 25 hours
week. $150 with ease.
Call Mr. Williams 1-247-
41400r come to 432 South
9th Mayfield, Ky.
IF YOU HAVE successful
sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $3004500 per week,
plus auto expense,
contact us today. We
have an excellent op-
portunity to the right








Instruments To Choose From
BAT IAN IN • hi \MAI








or couple wanted to care















BUY THE best for less.







"t3-0984. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent
effective March 1st.
9 Situations hanted







general office. 20 years
experience as cost
estimator and Girl




Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5 p.
m., (502) 826-5822.
LAUNDRY-MAT for











Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14 Want To Bo
WANTED GO cart. Call
753-0705.
VERY GOOD used couch.
Call 753-7573.





polished brass. All sizes
$88.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with lAts" O.D. top
rail lAii" O.D. line post
and tie wires. $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12-16'. For
all your fencing needs








FIREWOOD for sale, $15
n rick. Call 489-2307,
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
iv." or 34" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
bar, 610.50; or 20" bar,
$11.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee.









COUCH AND CHAIR for
sale. Good condition.
Matching set. Call after




$29. Inn Meissen free
*9. ken plated beds iron
$179. Said brass beds,
$995. Swingle, lean,
chairs $77. Widow &agents
from 579. Twilit tiles
fres $69. Prisons chairs
from $77.
RUT KY. MATTRESS
1125 So. 3rd Palma.
4417223
ONE NICE Large dark
brown arm chair, $35.00




and Service, 500 Maple










1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
19 75 JOHN DEERE
tractor. Model 2030.
Approximately 130
hours. Plow, disc and
cultivator. Can see at 1
mile West of Sedalia.
Tim Holloway, call 1-
328-8674.
766 LH TRACTOR, 600
hours, with plow, disc
and cultivator. Call 753-
8090.





1872 m CASE, plows,
disc, front end loader
and dozer blade. $1100.
Jap Hay, 85 cents a bale.




Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.




sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-1560.
ONE DIESEL 1200 David
Brown Tractor. One
diesel Allis Chalmers
tractor. One 10 foot Ford
portable disc. Call 901-
782-5958.
JOHN DEERE combine
3300 diesel with air,
under warranty, Less
than 100 hours. 2630
tractor, three 16" plows.
Call 4984789 after 8.
HEAVY DUTY
UNIVERSAL tow bar
and hitch, both will fit
most any car, $75.00 for
both. Phone 474-2228,





Call 753-4770 after 5 p
m.
1973 WALK THROUGH











organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The




Ludwig drum set. Clear
blue plus hi-hat and 2
cymbals. One Ludwig
snare drum and case.
One Slingerland snare









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
FOR SALE 9 ft, living
room and 6 ft. dining
room green drapes. Call
753-3787.
FOR SALE two wheel
utility trailer. Call 753-
8410 after 5.





stereo AM-FM, 8 track
player, turntable, and
two speakers $125.00.
Dinette Set with 4 chairs
650.00. Three cushion
couch, makes large bed
$45.00. Phone 753-9757.
TWO CB WALRIE




for pair. Call 753-0062.
27 Mobile Home Sale,
THREE BEDROOM 12 x
60 house trailer for sale.
Call 753-5827.
HOMETTE LATE
MODEL 12 x 60 2
bedroom, gas heat,
central air, tie downs,
underpinning. Call 489-
2414.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 4434726.
29 Mob, i Horn,
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
washer, dryer, large lot.
Call 753-4091.
FURNISHED 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath, mobile home.
Conrad Heights Sub-
division, 31/2 miles East












16th Street. Call 753-
3855



















31 Wdnt To Rent
WANTED CORN ana
bean land to rent or
lease. Call Kim Wallis
after 5 p.m., 489-2462.
2 Apartments for Rent
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
FOR RENT NICE fur-
nished apartment may
be seen at Kelly's Pest

















hookup, central heat and






Middle aged or elderly
people preferred. $35.00











after 5 p.m., 753-4598.
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-51o3




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 753.
5865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m.
FURNISHED APART-










Jan. 25. Call 753-0169.
37 16P01,.. . .1
SEVEN REGISTERED
black Angus bulls. Age
range from 6-15 months
old. Call 437-4365.
TWO JERSEY COWS and
8 weined pigs. Call 435-
4488.
is S,
TWO WHITE mice, 2
cages and all ac-
cessories. $20.00.





























All in excellent con- •
dition. Come rain or .
shine.
43. Real Estate
801 SUNNY LANE is a
ver nice and attractive 3
bedroom brick home;
has carpet, range, dish-
washer, refrigerator,
drapes, much more to
offer you family. Priced
at a low $25,500. Call




Doran Road. Friday Mid:
Saturday, Feb. 6 and 7. 9
a. m.-5 p. m.
43 Real Estate
REDUCED. Quality
home in good neigh-
borhood. This excellent
buy is a 2 story, 4
bedroom, 21/2 baths,
central electric heat and
air, den with fireplace,
formal dining room,
breakfast room with
beautiful view. Call 753-
=0 for appointment to
see, BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE, 105 N.
12th.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Itemize House
One of the great financial
benefits of home ownership
versus rental is that you are
immediately eligible to
deduct a good-sized
amount of money from your
income tax. As a
homeowner, you will
generally find it to your ad-
vantage to itemize deduc-
tions rather than taking the
standard deduction.
This is especially true
during the carrier years of
home ownership. The mor-
tgage interest and real
property taxes on your per-
sonal residence, when ad
ded to other deductble
items will usually be well in
excess of any standard
Tax Deductions
deduction you could claim.
Your home payment may
consist of several parts; an
amount placed in escrow to
pay real estate taxes and fire
insurance, FHA mortgage in-
surance premiums, and an
amount appied to reduce
the principal of the mor-
tgage. Of these parts, only
the interest and taxes are
deducible - but that will
prove to be a very sizable
figure.
N there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St, Murray.
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Alexander Real Estate & Audion Sales
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
Off. 139 UNIVERSITY ST. PHONE 581-4144 MARTIN, TENNESSEE
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NICE BRICK veneer
home on about two acres







Good 2 bedroom home
on large lot on Hwy. 121
in Stella, for $10,500.
About 5 acres on South






and Carter school good 4
bedroom brick home
with 4 room apartment







sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
(Nu time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by




miles west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real







buyer. One new listing is
a well built older 3
bedroom home with
hardwood floors and




location one block from
University. For further
details, phone Bill
Kopperud today at 753-
1322 or come by the
office at 711 Main Street.
4,1
FOUR LOTS WITH well
and septic tank system.
Will sell double wide
trailer with electric heat







Three badman ormisre these,
oidllleeel led roolisale S
Nies mils of army se 641,




75 ACRE FARM for sale
with 2 bedroom brick
house. This is the Bane
Reaves home place
located about Y2 mile
from Bell City. If in-
terested, call R. S.
Reaves at Liberty
Savings Bank, telephone
247-5513 or call 328-8136
after 5:00.
1975 Caprice, 2 door hard top, loaded and real
sharp, 13,000 miles, white, white top and red in-
terior. List price new $6849.00, Selling price
$4975.00.
1775 Corvette convertible, leather interior, air,
steering and brakes, 4,000 miles, sharp, $7499.00.
1975 Malibu Classic Demonstrator, 4 door,
steering, brakes and air, only $4275.00.
1974 Nova SS Steering, brakes and air, sharp!
$3275.00.
1974 Malibu 2 door hard top, steering, brakes and
air, sharp! Only $3275.00.
1972 Caprice 2 door hard top, steering, brakes
and air, $2475.00.
197'! Chevrolet Wagon, steering, brakes and air, 9
passenger, $2275.00
1974 Ford Ranger XLT, steering, air, sliding
automatic rear window, $3375.00.
1974 Chevrolet 34-ton, 4-wheel-drive, automatic,
steering, brakes and air, $3775.00.
1973 Dodge Club Cab V8, straight shift with cam-
per topper, $2375.00.
1772 Chevrolet, 6 cylinder, automatic, air,
$1975.00.
1973 Chevrolet V-8 automatic, steering, brakes
and air, sharp, $3075.
See Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wright
J. H. Nix or Jan Dalton
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.
South 12th Street 753-2817
%MD SiGN rr, %cxrrRAGEP ikAFAucRic&
lb Homes lot "Sale
ONE NEW house and lot
in Kirksey. 98 x 250. One
and le2 story house,
central heat and air, 1/2
baths, 3 bedroom, fully
carpeted. $18,000. Call
753-8517 days, 753-1446
nights, need to sell to
settle an estate.
ELEVEN ROOM house in
Kiriusey on large shady
lot. 184 x 200. Has small
apartment. 1/2





Need to sell to settle an
estate.
FOUR BEDROOM brick
with full sized finished
basement 2 acres of
ground. Call 753-0064.
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.







heat and air, double
carport. 11/2 baths.
Fenced yard, near high
school. Call 753-2277.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tri-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
HOUSE AND LOT by
owner 2 bedroom, older
home. Large garden
spot, good location,
reduced price. Call 247-
4854 Mayfield, Ky.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
01646, for appointment.
New Listings At Kopperud Realty
MO NOME- MGM VALUE
Large brick ranch home on 8 rolling acres. Main floor features 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, living room with fireplace, dining area, large modern kitchen with all
conveniences, den and utility room. Walkout basement consists of two fully
paneled apartments. One apartment has two bedrooms, the other is an ef-
ficiency. Phone Bill Ropperud For details.
FOUR BEDROOM NOME ON RITE ACRES
Almost new brick two story home with four bedrooms, three full baths, living
room, den with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, large utility roam, abundant
cloaet space. Central vacuum and many ether extras. Phone us at 753-1222.
COUNTRY LIVING - CITY conviwima
Very neat, brick ranch home featuring 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, living room, kit-
chen, den, utility room and carport. Home has more than adequate storage
area, fenced back yard, and located just west of the city limits. This home is in
excellent condition and the inside has recently been painted throughout. Don't
miss seeing this home before you buy.
CLOSE TO UNIVERSITY
Well built older 3 bedroom home on nice Id one block from University Howe
needs painting and redecorating, that's the reason for the low price. Spend a lit-
tle money and watch your value grow. Phone office for more details.




rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 753-
0090
47 •




HONDA SL 125 trail bike.
Call 753-3194 after 5 p.
m.
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78:13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.8E plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78215" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nyToii -with
white raised letters,
your choice G70114" or
G60x14" one low price
$25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700x15"
premium grades $22.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premitun
grade $29.15 plus $3.59.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TN.

















custom. 1970 LTD Ford,
(Brougham). Call 474-
=37.
11/73 DATSUN 1200. Like
new. $2,125. Call from
8:30 to 5, 753-0123 or
after 5, 753-6266.
1971 DODGE MAXI-VAN,
37,000 miles. Call 753-
0720 after 7.
1975 FORD Supercab





white vinyl top. Full
power. Call 489-2352.




carpet. $2,195 or best
offer. Call 753-9523.
Len VOLKSWAGON, red,
good condition. Call 753-
1724.
1979 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
111116 NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
753-5669
MEM
1174 CAMARO ill 'ripe
LT. Air, power steering









32,000 miles. $2050 Call
474-2392.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See
our ad in Services
Offered.
1974 VEGA WAGON, air
condition, 4 speed, GT
equipped. $2,300. Call




wheel drive 4,500 actual
miles and a camper
topper for a long wheel




automatic, new top, and
paint, no rust. Truly
like new. Firm price,







$1,350. 1950 Dodge, $250.
1972 510 Datsun, air,
tape radio, 31,750. 1968
510 Datsun $500. Good
transportation. Call 753-
8623.
1973 GTO low mileage.
clean, local. Power, air,
400 motor. Call 489-7715
before 6 P. in., 489-2289
after 6.
1975 FORD GRANADA
Ghla. White with white






1971 VEGA 44,000 miles.
$650.00. Call 753-9452
after 5 or Watson Used
Cars between 7 and 4.
NEW 1975 2 ton Chevrolet
truck. Two speed rear
end. Never used. By
owner. Call 753-4642,
after 5. 753-8295.
1999 FORD LTD Coupe.
Extra clean. Local, one
owner Kentucky car.
Power, air, vinyl roof,
radial tires. $750.00. Call
436-2427.
1974 CADILLAC Coupe
De Ville, loaded, white
with red leather in-




radio, tape player. Call
753-9294.
GREATER RI oCKPORD
- AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
'auction. New modern
facilities Every
Wednesday at 1:110 p.m.
sharp Easy to get to.
One hour from chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly In or drive h. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rave II5-986-









used Craller,• '41 mile







Call 753-4124, South 4th











Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No iob
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
STEEL BUILDINGS for




753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-3488
for your Butler Agri-
Builder.




repair. Call after 5, 436-
2476.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and /11tillAtild, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
SIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.











vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.





dog groomed. Call after






vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505, open 7 days a
week.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer, $1. Western











struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
BE GEN11..E, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-












DO YOU need a cheaper
babysitter. Call 753-4858.
RESPONSIBLE lady will
do babysitting in her
home. Call 753-0209, 522
Whitnell.









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.














MI BALES OF JAP and
grass hay. L. C. Bailey,
New Concord, Ky., call
436-5832.
GRASS HAY FOR sale
Call 435-4418.
EXTRA GOOD Timothy




TO GOOD HOME, af-
fectionate mixed breed




Four months old. Very
loving and friendly. Call
7534307 after 5:00 P. m.
NOTICE
Maim) Fabrics is out of business.
All rocks and tables will be sold, first
come, first serve. Good for making
,bisches, shelves and many other
yam
Come, by the TV Service Cen-
ter in Centrtd Shopping Cen-
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Cletus ( Lois) Ward are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., and Rev. C.
William Hart officiating. The
song service is by her nephew,
Rogert Burt and Mrs. Burt of
Madisonville, accompanied by
Mrs. Virgil Blankenship of
Lynn Grove.
Serving as pallbearers are
Audrey Reaves, Lowry
Parker, James B. Ramsey,
Martin Camp, Donald
Crawford, and Jaities Fain.
Burial will be in the Murray
Ci:.y Cemetery.
Mrs. Ward, age 75, died
Wednesday at 5:45 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a retired
employee of the Merit
Clothing Company, Mayfield,
and a member of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Survivors are her husband,
Cletus Ward, 112 North 12th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Gene (Emma Lee )
Rogers, and one brother, Luck
Burt, Murray Route Seven;
two grandchildren, Max
Rogers, Nashville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ed (Diane) Bock,





John H. Barnreuther, 68, of
Reidland, died Wednesday at
5:05 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah. •
Barnreuther is the father of
a local woman, Mrs. Robert J.
Wager, 300 South 16th.
Survivors include the
widow, Mrs. Louis Bar-
nreuther, of Reidland, and two
daughters, Mrs. Wager, and
Mrs. Ronald Dietrick, of New
York. Several grandchildren
also survive, including Miss
Jane Wager and Mrs. Randy
Cunningham at ?Array. A
great-grandson, Mickey Hill,
also of Murray, also survives.
Barnreuther was a retired
cabinet-maker, employed by
Rhodes Burford Furniture of
Paducah for 38 years. He was
born in Hanburg, Germany,
and came to the United States
in iya. He had lived in
Paducah for 42 years, and was
a veteran of World War II.
Funeral services will be at
two p.m. Friday at the Roth
Funeral Chapel in Paducah,
with Rev. Gene Barnes of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Maple Lawn Cemetery.
FIDES FLOW — Ice fields dot the East River in this view of lower Manhattan as thecity begins to thaw following a surprise snow storm and biting winds. Twin towers ofthe World Trade Center are visible at right of center.
1AP Wirephoto
American Car Sales Up Over
Last Year; Imports Drop Off
DETROIT ( AP) — Sales of
American-made cars last
month were up 27 per cent
from January 1975, while for-
eign sales fell 21 per cent to
make it the weakest January
for imports since 1969.
Analysts said the figures re-
ported Wednesday show the do-
mestic automakers are contin-
uing to recover from recession.
In another piece of good news
for Detroit, American Motors
Corp. said its earnings during




James Campen Chapter of
Kentucky Society of Sons of
American Revolution met
Saturday, January 31, at noon
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for a luncheon
and business meeting.
The meeting was opened
with prayer and pledge of
allegiance to the flag.
Members voted to boat a
Washington's Birthday
Bicentennial Celebration
Dinner on Saturday, February
21, at six p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House. A guest
speaker will be present and
musical entertainment will be
furnished.
Persons desiring to attend
the dinner should forward
check, $4•25 Per Person, in'chiding gratuity, to Brown C.
Tucker, Box 675, Murray, Ky.
by noon on Friday, February
20.
For further inforinction call





POPTYTR AIL 3-PIECE PLACESETTING AT 33.1 35 OFF
No at Gust Sowings, hand-
some hand punted dirinerwere
by Poppetrail to litiehhefil
YOU, casual dining. Shown
here are only s few of nation-
ally adurtrsed Poppytrail
Patterns included in Om limit.
i4 time offer. Each piam wi-
ling consists of ihtbnet piste,
cup, sumer. The open dock
stemmories to complete your
service are alsa on sale at 20%
off open rock prior. All colors
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rose to ;7.5 million on record
sales. In the same quarter of
1974, AMC lost $;5.6 million.
Domestic sales of 587,793
were up from 462,691 the pre-
vious January, which was the
worst in 20 years. This January
was 7 per cent better than
January 1974, but 20 per cent
below 1973's record.
Import sales of 90,400 were
down from 114,000 a year ago
and gave foreign makers a
weak 13 per cent of the market,
a drop from 20 per cent a year
ago.
Imports took a record 18 per
cent share of the U.S. market
for all of 1975, but that share
has been eroding since last fall,
when Detroit retaliated with a
flock of small, fuel-efficient
autos.
GM's car sales in January
were up 39 per cent from last
year, Chrysler posted a 27 per
cent gain, Ford sales were up
11 per cent, and AMC posted a
1 per cent gain.
In other auto developments
Wednesday:
—The United Auto Workers
charged that plans by Chrysler
Corp. to purchase engines and
transmissions from
Volkswagen in West Germany
for a 1978-model domestic
subcompact will mean the loss
of jobs for thousands of
Chrysler workers.
Coach Division in Pontiac,
Mich., said it plans to recall 500
workers from indefinite layoff
beginning next month due to
improving truck sales.




Revival services will be
conducted at the Calvary
Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God, located 1/2
miles south of Murray on U.S.
Highway 641 starting Sunday
night, February 8.
C. F. Austin will be
evangelist for the services to
be held at 7:30 each evening.
Rev. Austin is from
Blytheville, Ark., and is well
known for his preaching and
teaching on Bible prophecy,
said the pastor, Rev. Paul
Wanger, who invites the
public to attend.
For information, tran-
sportation, prayer request, or
counseling, call 753-4586, Bro.
Wanger said.
rig .ctock 41a/dcet
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hopes it can soon resume sell-
ing 1976 cars in California
equipped with V-8 engines after
a ruling by a state agency that
the cars emit too much pollu-
tion. Chairman Roy D. Chapin
Jr. told stockholders at AMC's
annual shareholders meeting
that two 1976-model cars with
304-cubic-inch V-8 engines were
submitted to the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency'spol-
lution test laboratory last week
and were approved after 4,000-
mile tests.
Farm Markets
Federal State Market Sews ServiceFebruary 5, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 9 Buying StationsReceipts. Act. 1191 Eat MO Barrows &Gilts mostly steady Saws Unevenly 1. 00-2.00 higher
US 1-2 2X•E10 Is, 149.1549.25 few at 49.50US 1.35)04405*. 1411.2548.75US 2.4)40.9805*. $47.5041.5US 34 210•MORas. 946.5047.50Soivs




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Cattle 1500; Slaugh'er
steers and heifers steady; cows
week; other slaughter classes
steady; feeders steady;
Slaughter steers choice 975 10
39.00; good 900-1145 lb 34.00-
38.70;
Slaughter heifers choice 10)0
ID 39.80; good 530-950 lb 30.00-
34.00; standard and low good
23.00-30.00;
Slaughter cows utility and
commercial 24.00.27.50; high
dressing 29.75; cutter 19.51)-
24.00; canner 15.00-20.00, low
dressing 12.00;
Slaughter bulls 1255 1300 lb
3310-34.00; 1.2 945-1590 lb 27 00
31.25;
Slaughter calves and vealers
choice 190.290 lb %feelers 40 0°-
63.00; good 300-475 lb calves22.00-28.00; feeder steers choice150-500 lb 35,00-37.10, 500-600 lb36.00-311.25; 600-730 lb 36.01)-37.70; mixed good and choice
350-500 lb 32.00-35.00; 500.600 lb
33.00.36.00; 600.815 lb 14.00-
36.00; good 300-500 lb 28.00-32.00; 500-750 lb 30.s0 34.00;standard and low good in-cluding holsteins 300-500 lb 20.0029.00; 500-700 lb 23.00-30.00; 700-1170 lb 25.00-31.00; heiferschoice 227 lb 29.00; 430-500 lb38.00-30.00; 500-600 lb 2700-31.25; 600-710 lb 27.00-29.50;mixed good and choice 303 500lb 23.00-26.00; 500-700 lb 25 00-27.00; good 400-700 lb 18010-24.00,











Assault On Blackbirds Set To
Begin Tonight, Officials Say
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —President Ford and a federal judgehave removed all roadblocks thatprevented the extermination of millionsof blackbirds in Western Kentucky, andstate officials say a helicopter is stan-ding ready to assault one large roostlate today.
The final decision to begin the ex-termination program now depends onthe weather and other factors.
President Ford signed emergencylegislation Wednesday authorizing Ken-tucky and Tennessee to use thechemical detegent Tergitol to eradicatemillions of the birds that have made thetwo states their winter home for severalyears.
And U. S. District Court Judge
William B. Bryant in Washington
refused to issue an injunction, sought
by an environmental group, to block the
planned extermination of some six
million birds roosting near Russellville,
Ky.
State Agriculture Commissioner Tom
Harris said Wednesday that if weather
is ideal for the assault, it could occur




LEXINGTON, Ky. -(AP) —
Alabama Gov. George Wallace
plans four stops in Kentucky in
April and May in his bid for the
presidential nomination, a
spokesman for his campaign
here says,
Bill Pinkston, co-chairman
for the Fifth and Sixth districts
in the Wallace campaign, said
the Democratic governor will
visit Lexington April 2, Bowling
Green April 3, Louisville May
12 and Paducah May 13.
The Louisville speech is to be
[Oven at the annual convention
of the Kentucky Bar Associ-
ation, Pinkston said.
Details of their stops have
not been announced.
Kentucky will hold its first
presidential primary May 25
and Wallace is a candidate in
that race. Pinkston said the
governor's son, George Jr., will




A chili supper will be held at
the Calloway County High
School Cafeteria on Saturday,
February 7, with serving from
five to seven p.m. by the
sponsoring organizations,
Beta Club and Speech Team of
the school.
The supper will precede the
basketball game between the
Calloway County High School
Lakers and Paducah Tilgh-
man High School.
Tickets for the supper in-
cluding chili, hot dog, dessert,
and drink may be purchased
at the door.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
no change.
Below dam 316.6, down 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
up 0.2.
Below dam 324.0, down 1.1.
Sunset 5;.25 p.m. Sunrise
6:56 a.m.
made to proceed, the state wants more
information on the possible en-
vinzaimental effects of the bird kill,Harris said.
He said he expected to receive that in-formation by late this afternoon.
Coburn Gayle, the pest control
specialist who has been planning the
bird kill, said "everything is ready,
everything is go."
A helicopter will be used, work crews
have been equipped with filtered masks
and all possible precautions have been
taken, Gayle said in a planning session
with Harris, Gov. Julian Carroll and
other state and federal officials.
Gayle said the masks were needed toprotect workers from breathing thepesticide and the histoplasmosis sporefound in the bird droppings.
Gayle said he hoped the roost atRussellville could be attacked tonight.But because the roost is so large —covering 30 acres — "we've made thedecision to go with natural weather."
He said it would not be feasible tospray the roosts from the ground withwater and that before the operation canbe launched there most be rain and the
Curris • • • (Continued from Page 1 i
the total cost. In conjunction
with the forthcoming project
to enlist citizens' support for
the museum, Curris an-
nounced that the University
Press of Kentucky will publish
a special edition of Jesse
Stuart's latest book "My
World" to be known as the
Murray State University
edition. Its expected
publication date is March 15,
and the dedication of the
special edition will read:
"This book is dedicated to
Murray State University and
the people of the City of
Murray, for our ties are close.
Many friendships have grown
there since 1954 when, on my
first visit, I suffered and
recuperated from a near-fatal
heart attack. These ties have
been further strengthened
through the establishment of
the Jesse Stuart Suite in the
University Library and the
annual Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop on the
campus of the University."
When published in mid-
March, the special limited
edition of the book will be
presented by the university to











A ••••. NICARAGUA11 SAIVADOR
Pnfit Ocean
WHERE QUAKE HIT —
Map shows location of
Guatemala City, Guatemala,
where a major earthquake
hit the city of 1.5 million
people. The quake is repor-









BesidePlenty of tait To 'legit) 510 jinn Wallore'sFrPe Nuking --TP Book Store
temperatures must be below 40
degrees.
Tergitol strips protective coatings
from the feathers of the birds. When ap-
plied in cold, damp weather, the birds
lose consciousness then die from ex-
posure.
Harris said the state wants to proceedas swiftly as possible because the birds
will be leaving the winter roost by early
Marchand because it is possible the en-
vironmental group will bring suit
against the President because hesigned the legislation.
Congress passed emergency
legislation more than a week ago
authorizing the use of Tergitol, whichhasn't been used since it was sprayedon a large blackbird roost at Ft. Camp-bell last January. Millions of birds diedafter that attack.
But the Society for Animal Rights andother groups filed suit, and since last
winter, the use of Tergitol has beenblocked by the courts.
The latest court action came as theresult of an emergency order by U.S.Interior Secretary Thomas Kleppe lastweek authorizing the use of Tergitol atthe Russellville site.
individual copies, personally
authographed by Stuart, will
be awarded to supporters of
the Wrather -Hall-Jackson
Purchase Museum in the
effort to provide matching
funds stipulated in the budget.
The university's budget
requests for the coming two
years had been $15.6 million
for 1976-77, and $17.9 million
for 1977-78. The governor's
recommendation in the budget
proposal was $15,068,300 for
the first year, and $16,177,800
for the second, representing a
12.1 per cent increase in the
first year over the current
year, and 7.4 per cent in the
second year of the biennium,
as compared to the first.
Beauty Revue To
Be At Puryear
The annual Beauty Revue
will be held at the Piryear
School on Friday, February 6,
at seven p.m. The event *
sponsored by the Parent-
Teacher Club of the sctsool and
the public is urged to attend.
Joe Doran of Mtirray will be
the master orceremonies and
an admission charge will be
made at the door.
Miss Puryear will be
./tiowned by last year's win-
ner, Sandy Kent. Other 1975
winners crowning this year's
winners will be Sherri Mid-
dleton, Junior Royalty, Kent
Maddox, Junior King, and
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